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Introduction
If there is one subject close to our hearts at Fung Global
Retail & Technology, it is fashion. And, due to rising
digitalization and changing consumer demands, it is an
industry in a state of rapid transformation.
Enjoying a profusion of choice and empowered by greater
information, consumers are more demanding than ever
before: they want more for less, and they want it more
quickly. Legacy brands and retailers are being forced to adapt
to these demands to head off challenges from digital-first
upstarts for which these trends are native rather than new.
The consequences of this are that luxury brands have been
pushed into e-commerce, high-end fashion brands have
been forced to offer “see now, buy now” ranges and US
department stores have been nudged into the off-price
channel. At the same time, retailers are finding they must
digitalize their supply chains and adopt new technologies in
manufacturing and selling apparel.
We explore some of the changes we are seeing among
consumers, retailers, brands and suppliers in the following
chapters:
1. An Overview of the Digitalization of the Apparel Supply
Chain
2. Retail Revolution—US Apparel Shifts in 20 Charts
3. From Runway to Checkout: The See-Now-Buy-Now Trend
in Fashion
4. Fashion Re-Commerce Evolution
5. Millennial Lifestyles Drive Growth in Apparel Rental
6. Letting Online Apparel Shoppers Try Before They Buy:
New Multi-Channel Models
7. Smart Fabrics: The Future of Apparel?
These reports, along with many others, can be found on our
website, FungGlobalRetailTech.com.
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An Overview of the
Digitalization of the
Apparel Supply Chain
Digital technologies are transforming the
apparel supply chain by challenging old
operating models and unleashing new
opportunities. This is the first in a series of
reports that will investigate the different
aspects of the digitalization of the supply
chain. As the introduction to the series, this
report:
1) Provides an overview of how
the apparel supply chain can be
transformed digitally and the
advantages that digitalization brings to
the value chain.
2) Looks at the various stages of the
apparel supply chain—design,
manufacturing, distribution and
sales—and illustrates how digital
technology can be applied to each
stage.
3) Highlights the importance of a holistic
approach to digitalization, which
should increase the synergies and
interaction between the different
stakeholders along the supply chain,
so that the efficiencies reached at each
stage will be reflected positively on the
supply chain as a whole.
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Executive Summary
Digital technologies are transforming the apparel supply
chain by challenging old operating models and unleashing
new opportunities. The apparel supply chain is composed of
four main stages—design, manufacturing, distribution and
sales—all of which can be radically transformed by digital
technology. Digitalization can be applied in the different
stages of the supply chain in various ways:
• The design stage can move from a paper-based process
to a fully digital process through the use of 3D fashion
design software. Such a shift would minimize the need
for designers to ship physical samples to producers and
reduce the length of time needed to move an item from
design to manufacturing.
• In the production stage, manufacturers can employ
machinery that uses digital technology to increase
precision and efficiency.
• In the distribution stage, companies can use Internet of
Things (IoT) and robotics technologies to run smoother
picking and packing operations and coordinate delivery
of items.
• In the sales stage, retailers can use in-store
technology such as sensor systems to track
and analyze consumers’ behavior in order
to improve sales conversion rates.
The digital transformation of
the supply chain helps improve
efficiency at each stage, resulting
in a leaner process overall.
Digitalization provides several
operational advantages, including
increased speed, flexibility and
trust, and better use of resources.
The application of digital
technologies has the potential to
reduce the time it takes to move an
item through the supply chain by 48%,
according to industry experts at sourcing
giant Li & Fung, a sister company of Fung
Global Retail & Technology.
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This report is the first in a series of reports that will
investigate the different aspects of the digitalization of
the supply chain. As the introduction to the series, this
report provides an overview of how the apparel supply
chain can be transformed digitally and the advantages
that digitalization brings to the value chain. The report
analyzes the four main stages of the apparel supply chain
and illustrates how digital technology can be applied to
each stage.

Introduction
In apparel, as in many other industries, the supply
chain is currently undergoing a digital transformation
thanks to the rise of new technologies. Across sectors,
digitalization is challenging old operating models and
unleashing new potential.
The traditional apparel supply chain consists of four
different stages that often operate in silos. But to
maximize the benefits of digitalization, the different
phases must be well connected and well coordinated,
so that any increased efficiency gained at one stage can
be reflected in smoother operations in the following
stage. Digitalization itself can improve coordination
by facilitating communication between different
stakeholders along the supply chain.
This report is the first in a series that will investigate
the different aspects of the digitalization of the supply
chain. It provides an overview of how the apparel supply
chain can be transformed digitally and the advantages
that digitalization brings to the value chain. The report
analyzes the various stages of the apparel supply chain—
design, manufacturing, distribution and sales—and
illustrates how digital technology can be applied to each
stage.
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However, given the interconnected nature of the supply
chain, in order to maximize the benefit that digitalization
brings, companies must ensure that the various phases
of the supply chain work in synergy.
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A Holistic Digital Supply Chain
A digital supply chain integrates and connects the
stakeholders involved in the different stages of the process
through digital technology. A number of digital technologies
can be applied to the various stages of the apparel supply
chain, as summarized below.
Figure 1. Digitalization of the Apparel Supply Chain: Stages and Digital Solutions
Stage

Solutions

Design

Digital design software, cloud computing, virtual sampling,
predictive analytics and 3D printing

Manufacturing

IoT technology, sensors and digital printing

Distribution

Robots, autonomous vehicles, blockchain technology,
radio-frequency identification (RFID) and near-field
communication (NFC)

Sales

Multichannel technology, in-store technology, cloud computing,
IoT technology and social media

Source: Fung Global Retail & Technology

To reap the maximum benefits of digitalization, the digital
transformation must involve the value chain as a whole, not
just some of its parts. The stages of the supply chain are
highly reliant on each other, so a problem at one stage will
inevitably have negative consequences on the rest of the
chain.
Similarly, the increased efficiency brought by the
digitalization of one stage of the supply chain will not
improve the overall operation significantly if there is not
sufficient coordination with the other stages. Digitalization
itself can support coordination within the value chain by
facilitating communication between different stakeholders.
For example, store managers can use in-store sensors to
track inventory levels in real time and to process orders
more swiftly.
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• Forward from design to sales: Digitalization can
improve the efficiency of design, production and
distribution and enable stakeholders to respond
appropriately, and more quickly, when adjustments are
needed. For example, the use of virtual samples allows
designers and producers to interact more quickly and
efficiently when samples need to be amended.
• Backward from sales to design: Digitalization enables
consumers and retailers to trace back what happens
in the supply chain, and to see where a product comes
from. It provides clarity on whether a product is
sustainably or ethically sourced, and helps retailers and
shoppers avoid counterfeit products.
This can create a virtuous circle that further enhances the
synergies among the different parts of the value chain.
Figure 2. The Digital Circle Within the Supply Chain

Design

Sales

Manufacturing

Distribution

Source: Fung Global Retail & Technology
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An integrated digitalized supply chain enables stakeholders
to run through the process in both directions:
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A Leaner and Faster Digital Process
Digitalization helps to create a leaner process at each stage
of the supply chain and between stages. A digital supply
chain can bring significant advantages, including:
• Speed: Digitalization can help cut product development
time significantly. For example, headquarters and
suppliers can send digital samples back and forth rather
than shipping physical prototypes, thereby saving time.
• Flexibility: Digitalization improves communication
among the stakeholders in the different stages of
the supply chain and speeds up processes, giving
stakeholders more flexibility to adjust quickly to
changing consumer demands.
• Risk minimization: Manufacturers can use digital
technologies to respond to possible manufacturing
issues much more rapidly and efficiently. Since any
needed changes can be done virtually, no physical
adjustment of the blueprint is needed.
• Trust: Automating interactions with suppliers builds
trust. For example, digitalizing payments makes it easier
for stakeholders to pay on time, and storing invoice
payments digitally in the cloud makes it easier to trace
transactions.
• Improved efficiency: Digitalization smooths the
interactions between the different stages of the supply
chain, making supply chain management more time and
resource efficient, which results in reduced operating
costs.
• Environmental sustainability: Digital sampling and 3D
printing can negate the need to ship physical items up
and down the supply chain, which helps designers and
manufacturers reduce their use of resources such as
materials and fuel.
The graphic below shows the stages and typical length of
time needed for each stage in a traditional apparel supply
chain (note that many of these stages can overlap). It could
take about 40 weeks for an apparel line to go through the
supply chain from design to sales. Digitalization has the
potential to reduce that time by 48%, according to industry
experts at Li & Fung.
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That means digitalization could cut up to 19 weeks off the
process. Shortening the length of time it takes to move
an item from design to store is crucial in apparel because
fashion items tend to be very time-sensitive and retailers
need to respond quickly to changes in consumer preference.
(Our report Speed to Market in Fashion explores the topic in
more depth.)
Figure 3. The Traditional Apparel Supply Chain: Stages and Duration
Design/Product
Development
(8–16 weeks)

Purchasing/
Production
(8-18 weeks)

Shipping
(5–8 weeks)

Distribution/
Replenishment
(1–6 weeks)

Sales/Handling
Returns
(12–24 weeks)

The figure refers to a traditional, non-fast-fashion apparel supply chain with production in China
and an end market in the US or Europe. Stages tend to overlap. The duration of the stages can vary
substantially in different companies.
Source: Fung Global Retail & Technology
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How to Digitally Transform the Apparel
Supply Chain
Product design and development can move from a paperbased process to a fully digital one. Aspects of production
and purchasing can also be digitalized, for example, with the
use of IoT technology. In this section, we examine in more
detail how the stages of the apparel supply chain can be
digitalized.

Product Design and Development: 3D Simulation
Saves Time and Money
In the product design and development stage of the
supply chain, digitalization allows designers to have all the
information they need in one place and enables them to
design an item virtually using software. All the patterns
available to designers can be collected and easily accessed in
a database of fabrics, which can also house information such
as testing results of the materials.
3D software can be used in digital design to simulate how
a garment would behave while worn on the body, while
3D simulation reduces the time and cost associated with
creating multiple iterations of a sample garment. 3D design
and communication technologies can also reduce travel
expenses and the number of prototypes and samples used in
the process, while minimizing fabric waste and saving time.
Time is crucial for apparel manufacturers and retailers, given
the general move toward fast fashion in retail.
Examples of 3D fashion design software include Marvelous
Designer, Optitex and Browzwear, which feature 3D clothing
simulation for garment designing. The graphic below
illustrates how 3D fashion design software works:
• 3D product creation includes the simulation and fitting
of samples on virtual avatars. Designers can create
databases of fabrics and sample textures, and customize
a season’s style to promptly meet consumer trends and
demand.
• Digital pattern making enables designers to draft and
adjust pattern sizing quickly and easily through digital
processes that eliminate hundreds of manual steps.
15

Figure 4. 3D Fashion Design Software

3D Product Creation

2D Pattern Making

Source: Optitex

3D printing is another technology that can be used in a
digital supply chain. Essentially, a 3D printer is a machine
that can produce physical items from digital design files.
3D printing could potentially eliminate all the stages in
manufacturing. However, the technology is still limited
by the range of materials that can be used, so 3D printing
is currently confined to the design/sampling stage of the
supply chain. We analyze 3D printing technology in more
detail in our report Enter Design, Exit Sweater: 3D Printing in
the Fashion Industry.

Production: Digital Technology Increases Precision
and Efficiency
Digitalization is very important in the production stage of
a resource-intensive industry such as apparel. An example
of digitalization in apparel production is illustrated by
Digitex. In a bid to apply digital technology to apparel
production in order to improve efficiency and sustainability,
a consortium of 28 European organizations representing the
apparel industry launched the Digitex initiative to develop
digital finishing technology, which applies digital and inkjet
technology to apparel manufacturing. The Digitex project
was completed in 2010.
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Digital Collection

An Overview of the Digitalization of the Apparel Supply Chain

• Digital collection software enables users to produce
a virtual collection that can be viewed in 3D through
photorealistic rendering. Viewers can zoom in and
out, and the collection can be shared with various
stakeholders, such as suppliers, product developers,
merchandisers, and marketing and sales teams.
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Figure 5. Digitex Digital Finishing Technology

Source: digitex

Digital finishing applies digital technology to different phases
of the production stage, including printing, coating and
dyeing. This dramatically improves the efficiency of resource
usage and the precision and quality of the manufacturing
process. The technology developed by Digitex enables
the production of smart textiles and fabrics that employ
nanotechnology, which cannot be produced with traditional
manufacturing machinery. Digital finishing technology can be
integrated with sensors that monitor the resources used and
the waste produced during manufacturing and it can connect
production facilities with each other, enabling a more rapid
response when adjustments are needed.

Distribution: Smoother Operations Thanks to
Automation
IoT technology can be used in distribution. For example,
RFID and NFC tags can be used to track inventory and
product movements within the supply chain. By enabling the
accurate tracking of goods, RFID can support the logistics of
multichannel models: services such as reserve-and-collect
and click-and-collect rely on having a clear view of inventory,
which RFID can provide.
US-based package delivery company United Parcel Service
(UPS) provides an example of how logistics can be digitalized
in order to improve operational efficiency. UPS drivers
carry handheld computers equipped with built-in global
positioning system (GPS) chips that enable managers to give
the drivers real-time instructions. UPS also developed an app
that enables customers to manage their parcel delivery. For
example, customers can use the app to change or update
their previous package delivery instructions.
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The system combines a fully automated loading system and
an innovative click-and-collect terminal. Online order loading
is fully automated through a system of robotic gear that
handles the goods. This lowers costs and minimizes errors,
making operations faster and more efficient. The robotic
gear places the orders in the right sequence in which they
need to be delivered.
Figure 6. Benefits Delivered by Myrmex’s Curbside Pickup System

Source: myrmex-inc.com

Smart packaging is another digital solution that can be used
in distribution. Such packaging has embedded tags and
codes that contain information such as product provenance
or messages to customers or logistics managers. The
technology can be used to track packages throughout the
supply chain and to prevent counterfeiting.
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Myrmex, a California-based tech company we met at London
Tech Week 2016, provides a further example of digitalization
of the distribution stage. The company’s Curbside Pickup
System consists of connected robots and autonomous
vehicles that minimize operational friction in logistics. The
system is conceived to improve the logistics of very timesensitive items such as perishable food, but it can be used by
companies in other industries where timing is important—
including apparel—to make delivery more efficient.
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Sales: In-Store Technology Helps to Increase Sales
Conversion
In the sales stage of the supply chain, digitalization can take
the form of in-store technology, e-commerce, m-commerce
and social media. Companies can use social media to interact
with customers, promote and sell products and services,
provide after-sales services and assistance, and manage
returns. Geolocation and inventory-tracking technologies
can also be used to expedite the processing of returns. For
example, retailers can use these technologies to track items
that are returned to a store and then sent to a distribution
center.
We have covered how digital technology is applied in-store
in a number of reports. In our 2016 report Letting Online
Apparel Shoppers Try Before They Buy: New Multichannel
Models, we highlighted a number of examples of
digitalization in the sales stage of the supply chain, including:
• Lincherie: This lingerie retailer uses 3D mirrors in its
stockless stores to help shoppers identify the right size
before they place an online order.
• Bonobos: At this retailer’s stock-free stores, customers
can try pieces of the collection on before shopping
online.
• Try.com: This tech company places a “Try” button on
retailers’ portals. When a shopper clicks the button, Try.
com places the order with the retailer, so the shopper
pays nothing up front. The retailer ships the item to
the shopper, who can then physically try it on before
deciding to keep it or return it. Try.com charges the
customer for whatever he or she decides to keep.
• Sears’ Reserve It: This service allows customers to
reserve items online and try them on in-store before
purchasing them.
• Zeekit: This app allows shoppers to upload a full-body
picture and then virtually try on an item by overlapping
the photo with a photo of a selected garment, to see
how the garment would look and fit their own body.
These solutions help retailers minimize shipping and reduce
in-store inventories by making it easier for customers to
identify the right size of an item without having to try on
different sizes in a store.
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• How long it takes to replenish the sales floor.
• How long it takes to stock an item that is received.
• How many items are misplaced in the store.
• The rate of conversion from browsing.
Smartrac’s system can also show store managers what
happens when an item is taken to the fitting room and
how well employees are engaging with customers. The
system provides brick-and-mortar retailers with a wealth of
inventory information to improve stockkeeping, displays and
sales conversion. Li & Fung’s retail tech company, Catalyst,
has a new RFID partnership with Smartrac to offer in-store
product tracking.

Source: smartrac-group.com

Other examples of digitalization in the sales stage of the
supply chain include the use of sensors to monitor lighting
and temperature in stores in order to use energy more
efficiently. Sensors can also be used for manual tasks such
as tracking in-store inventory or changing prices via smart
tags that can be used to adjust pricing in real time during
promotions. This enables sales associates to spend more
time interacting with customers and may reduce the need
for extra personnel, thereby reducing operational costs.

20

Source: zeekit.co
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Smartrac, a Dutch tech company, provides a retail store
optimization system that uses sensors to track store data,
which are then gathered in the cloud in order to provide
the same level of analytics available in an e-commerce
environment to executives and employees. Smartrac’s
solution can gather key performance indicators that can be
used to help managers improve sales conversion rates. For
example, the system can track:
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Digitalization also enables traceability in the supply chain.
In the sales phase, it enables customers to trace back the
history of the item they are buying. This is important, as
consumers are becoming more aware of issues regarding
product provenance, environmental sustainability and
ethical sourcing.
Blockverify, a London-based tech startup, developed the
use of blockchain technology to trace back the journey of
an item through the supply chain. The technology assigns
a unique code to a product, which can be tracked on a
register and monitored at all stages along the value chain.
This enables the identification of diverted products, stolen
merchandise, fraudulent transactions and counterfeit goods.
Such technology has been used to manage the supply chain
of high-value items, including pharmaceuticals, luxury goods,
diamonds and electronics.

After Sales: Digital Technology Encourages Brand
Engagement
Lastly, technology can extend beyond the sale of the
product, into the customer-use stage. Notably, NFC
technology can be embedded in apparel items to provide
customers with a personalized experience and encourage
brand engagement:
• Fashion brand Babyghost partnered up with tech
firm BitSE to launch a fashion-tech line that embeds
NFC technology which enables greater interaction
with customers who wear the garments. The NFC tag
embedded in the garment sends information about
the item to the wearer through an app installed on his
or her smartphone; this can include information such
as who modelled the item at its launch during fashion
shows. The collection was presented at Shanghai
Fashion Week in October 2016.

Source: Mybabyghost.com
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Source: Spyder.com

Key Takeaways
Digitalization of the supply chain brings many advantages to
apparel retailers and manufacturers. A digital supply chain
helps companies run smoother operations, use resources
more efficiently, better coordinate the various stages in
the product lifecycle, and better respond to unforeseen
circumstances and changing consumer trends.
However, given the interconnected nature of the supply
chain, in order to take advantage of the opportunities that
digitalization brings, companies need to make sure that
the digital transformation occurs within and through the
different stages of the value chain. This can be achieved
through a clever implementation of digital strategies that
facilitate communication and coordination among the
different stakeholders involved.
22
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• Ski and performance-wear brand SPYDER, in
collaboration with Li & Fung and SMARTRAC, launched
a US Ski Team collection of NFC-enabled gear. The line,
unveiled in October 2016, consists of items that can
connect with consumer devices thanks to embedded
NFC tags. The technology enables users to access
location-based information including weather and snow
conditions and to interact in real time on social media.
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From Runway to
Checkout: The SeeNow-Buy-Now Trend in
Fashion
1) Impacted by rising digitization, the
fashion industry is currently in a state
of rapid transformation. High-end
fashion brands are evolving towards
a see-now-buy-now business model,
which consists of runway styles being
available for purchase immediately
after fashion shows instead of the
customary six-month wait.
2) The changing fashion industry retail
schedule has far-reaching implications
for design, marketing and supply
chains. This see-now-buy-now
development presents additional
challenges and increases logistical
complexity, as realigning orders and
delivery schedules with suppliers is
required.
3) Major brands and designers that have
introduced capsule collections and
turned their runway shows into seenow-buy-now formats include Rebecca
Minkoff, Burberry, Tommy Hilfiger,
Ralph Lauren, Coach and Michael Kors,
amongst others. To date, the majority
of designers that have adopted instant
runway fashion models focus on
premium and aspirational price points
rather than high-end luxury product.

24
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Introduction
In this report, we discuss the trend for instant fashion, which
consists of buying straight from the runway, rather than the
customary six-month waiting period. We analyze the factors
that have emerged to shape this see-now-buy-now trend, as
well as ensuing implications for designers and retailers. We
touch on the debate between supporters and detractors,
and introduce designers and brands that have embraced
instant fashion to date. Finally, we shed light on the fashion
industry and how the see-now-buy-now movement is likely
to evolve in the future.

See-Now-Buy-Now Revolution
Impacted by rising digitalization, the fashion industry is
currently in a state of rapid transformation. Growth in
ecommerce and social-media shopping is forcing high-end
fashion brands toward a consumer-facing, see-now-buynow business model, which consists of runway styles being
available for purchase immediately after fashion shows
instead of the customary six-month wait.
The Spring/Summer 2017 fashion show season, which took
place in September 2016, was the first season to embrace
the see-now-buy-now movement. Burberry was the first
major brand to announce a see-now-buy-now runway
fashion show with products sold directly to consumers after
the catwalk show.
The instant-fashion model can be considered largely a
positive development for consumers. The changes taking
place are enabling the fashion industry to become more
democratic, inclusive and accessible, as the boundaries
between traditional fashion buyers and everyday retail
buyers are eroding.
However, to date, most see-now-buy-now fashion shows
took place during New York Fashion Week and included
US designers and accessible-luxury price-point brands.
Furthermore, most of the see-now-buy-now product was
confined to capsule collections and not complete collections.
Some instant-fashion shows were also staged during London
Fashion Week in September 2016, and it seems the instantfashion trend is currently more prevalent in the US and UK
than in Italy or France—at least for now.
25

The current fashion industry model follows a traditional
seasonal fashion retail calendar that consists of designer
brands and luxury houses presenting two seasonal
collections per year, which are unveiled at two fashion weeks
per year in the core cities of Paris, London, Milan and New
York. The Spring/Summer season is presented in September
and Fall/Winter is presented in February. A select group of
fashion journalists, department-store buyers, celebrities
and industry insiders are present at the runway shows, and
collection items do not appear for sale in stores until the
following season, six months later.
For example, besides a few see-now-buy-now fashion shows
held in September 2016, most designers were showing
Spring/Summer 2017 collections that will be available for
sale in the spring months of 2017.
Traditional fashion capitals customarily had a monopoly
on fashion weeks and were highly insulated and exclusive.
Department-store buyers would see collections on the
runway and then order desired styles for their store
network. This would allow brands to test demand for their
designs with retailers before committing to big production
volumes. Historically, lower-priced retailers and high-street
chains would also copy luxury brand catwalk styles from the
runway.
The fashion industry, especially the luxury goods industry,
was typically slow to embrace ecommerce and social media.
Some fashion houses, such as Italy’s Salvatore Ferragamo,
are only now offering ready-to-wear ranges for purchase
online. Previously, Ferragamo offered only accessories and
footwear through its ecommerce website. New York and
London fashion weeks are considered more innovative and
commercial than those in Paris and Milan.
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Traditional Fashion Industry Model
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Catalysts for Change
Traditional fashion cycles no longer reflect consumers’
demands for immediate gratification, and industry
changes follow growing consumer desire to purchase
collection pieces straight from the runway instead of
waiting for six months. Consumers lose interest the
more time passes between product viewing and delivery.
Nowadays, consumers can order and receive meals, movies,
transportation and various services at the click of a button,
and are increasingly expecting instant consumption from
fashion.
Digitization and social media have influenced retailer
advertising, and consumers peruse Facebook, Instagram,
Snapchat and Twitter, as well as various apps to make instant
product purchase decisions.
Globalization is contributing to the irrelevance of seasons,
as products are available globally, including through
ecommerce. Manufacturing efficiencies and digitization
technologies have allowed companies to supply customers
with product more rapidly. Multinational companies cater
to stores in the Northern and Southern hemispheres, and to
travelers, which have simultaneously differing needs.
Weather patterns have become volatile and unpredictable,
and seasonal collections are becoming less and less relevant.
According to a Verdict Retail survey conducted in the UK in
June 2016, 85.6% of apparel consumers prefer purchasing
clothes to wear for the current weather, and 51.4% stated
that they do not like purchasing apparel before the next
season.
Fast-fashion retailer cycles are influencing the higher-end
fashion market. Many fast-fashion retailers introduce new
product every couple of weeks, and consumers have come
to expect similar product newness from most retailers
and service providers, even luxury goods. Furthermore,
department-store buyers are losing power and influence in
the fashion industry, as department stores have been posting
lower sales growth than monobrand stores and ecommerce
platforms.
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The changing fashion industry retail schedule has farreaching implications for design, marketing and supply
chains. The see-now-buy-now development presents
additional challenges and increases logistical complexity,
as realigning orders and delivery schedules with suppliers
is required. Instant fashion necessitates tighter production
schedules, even for luxury brands that produce smaller
batches of products. Moving production and delivery dates
is easier for fast-fashion retailers, especially as these do
not have to deal with the wholesale channel and buyers, as
many designer brands do.
See-now-buy-now is also risky for designer brands in the
sense that designers are unsure of collection product
demand and run the risk of under- or over-producing pieces.
With the instant-fashion model, design houses will not have
the opportunity and time to ascertain wholesale and retail
buyer demand for their products, as merchandise will have
to be ready for sale immediately after the fashion show that
introduces their new collections. Fashion houses have to
plan the right inventory mix and volumes to avoid unsold
goods ending up in discount stores, which erodes brand
image.
As previously mentioned, some designers are creating
smaller capsule collections to aid with the logistical
difficulties.

Criticisms
The instant-fashion phenomenon is not without critics.
Creative brands that focus on craftsmanship and detail need
adequate time for design and production.
Some fashion pundits believe that the see-now-buy-now
movement may lead to designer burnout, as creating inseason capsule collections in addition to traditional seasonal
collections only increases the demands on the designer.
The end result could be a reduction in creativity and brand
dilution.
Furthermore, many emerging brands do not have the
financial means to manufacture seasonal collections unless
customer demand is certain.
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Finally, at a recent WWD Summit, fashion designer Diane von
Furstenberg expressed her dislike of the see-now-buy-now
trend, proclaiming it “vulgar.”

The Future?
It is very likely that the fashion industry will generally
continue to evolve toward a more straight-to-retail model.
More brands, even some higher-end luxury brands, will
become more open to selling some collection items to
consumers directly following fashion shows. More and more
brands will present and sell close-to-season or season-less
collections. Fashion houses have no choice but to adapt to
the consumer demand for instant gratification.
Improvements in shipping, transportation and packagehandling will help brands deliver instant fashion. Retailers
will increasingly make use of technological innovations such
as 3-D virtual fitting rooms to facilitate size fitting, as well as
leverage social media tools such as Facebook Messenger’s
chatbot to service customers.

Source: fxgear.net

However, see-now-buy-now will likely not be a good model
for very high-end, very intricate designer collections that
rely on time-consuming and meticulous craftsmanship. For
others, where the production time could be shortened, the
model looks more adaptable to see-now-buy-now. There is
room for both models, and different brands and designers
will have varying strategies.
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A variety of brands and designers such as Rebecca Minkoff,
Tommy Hilfiger, Ralph Lauren, Coach, Michael Kors and Tom
Ford have introduced capsule collections, and turned their
New York Fashion Week runway shows into see-now-buynow formats. To date, the majority of designers that have
adopted instant runway fashion models, focus on premium
and aspirational price points rather than high-end luxury
product.

Alexander Wang
US designer Alexander Wang followed the traditional fashion
model for his Spring/Summer 2017 collection, but unveiled a
new capsule collection in collaboration with Adidas Originals,
which immediately went on sale online and through a New
York pop-up truck tour the following day.
Emerging and lesser-known high-end and aspirational luxury
designers that jumped on the instant-fashion bandwagon
during New York Fashion Week included Tanya Taylor,
Thakoon, Opening Ceremony and Alice + Olivia, amongst
others.

Burberry
UK luxury brand Burberry pioneered the see-now-buy-now
movement when the company announced, in February 2016,
that following its September London Fashion Week runway
show, consumers could purchase collection items online and
in stores. The collection included 250 men’s and women’s
pieces and some items sold out online shortly after the
catwalk show. Burberry also labels product by months rather
than seasons.
Burberry has long been considered a digital leader in the
fashion industry. The brand was among the first to livestream runway shows and to sign partnerships with social
media platforms.
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Coach
US aspirational luxury brand Coach made the limited edition
of its bag collection available for sale a day following its
fashion show.

Maybelline
Maybelline, the mass-market US beauty and cosmetics
company, has also jumped on the instant-fashion
bandwagon. The company launched two eye color products
on models at Rebecca Minkoff’s September runway show.
The products went on sale immediately after the show via an
exclusive partnership with Amazon.

Michael Kors
A few hours following Michael Kors’ fashion show, certain
Fall 2016 items were made available for sale in limited
quantities online and in US stores. The designer commented
that he thought consumer demand for see-now-buy-now
product would focus mainly on accessories, but the ready to
wear pieces available were also well received. In response,
the brand decided to extend the see-now-buy-now ready-towear offer available in Spring 2017.

Source: michaelkors.com
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Italian fashion house Moschino created a capsule collection
that was shown alongside its Spring/Summer 2017 runway
show that took place in September 2016, which appeared
in the design house’s stores one day following the fashion
show. Moschino was the only design house that embraced
see-now-buy-now during Milan Fashion Week.

Oliver Spencer
UK menswear designer Oliver Spencer allowed customers to
order items using an app following his London Fashion Week
Autumn/Winter 2016 show. Products could be delivered 48
hours later.

Ralph Lauren
US designer Ralph Lauren’s fashion show in September was
held on the street outside of Ralph Lauren’s boutique, and
show attendees were invited to shop the looks in the store
right after the show. The show was also live-streamed on
social media platforms such as Facebook and Chinese and
South Korean messaging services. On Facebook, consumers
were directed to Ralph Lauren’s website to make purchases.
The designer is also working on a see-now-buy-now
menswear show. In February 2017, Ralph Lauren plans to
stage a spring 2017 runway show, as the company will have
caught up to its new see-now-buy-now schedule.

Rebecca Minkoff
In September 2016, US designer Rebecca Minkoff hosted a
see-now-buy-now fashion show at her New York boutique,
with shopping allowed immediately afterward and
consumers could virtually try on styles through an app.
The company’s website advertised the live-streaming of
the fashion show in the days leading up to the event and
an hour after the start of the fashion show a buy function
became available with almost all runway pieces in various
sizes available for purchase. The Rebecca Minkoff website
also invited customers to shop and purchase runway looks at
the SoHo New York store immediately following the runway
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show. Store sales that day doubled year over year and
e-commerce sales increased 50% year over year.

Tom Ford
US designer Tom Ford did not present a Fall 2016 collection
at Fashion Week in February 2016, in order to focus on
a shoppable collection in September 2016. Tom Ford’s
September Fall see-now-buy-now collection apparently
resulted in additional sales in the brand’s beauty, fragrance
and accessory categories.

Tommy Hilfiger
Tommy Hilfiger, owned by PVH, streamed its fashion show
live on its website, and customers could purchase the
Tommy Hilfiger Gigi Hadid collaboration capsule collection
straight off the runway for the first time in the company’s
history. Every single item shown on the runway was instantly
available for purchase on Tommy.com, at 300 Tommy Hilfiger
stores globally and at 150 wholesale partners within 24
hours. Viewers of the livestreamed Tommy Hilfiger show
could purchase pieces through the brand’s Facebook page
through a “Shop Now” button, and some items were sold out
overnight. Pop-up shops were also set up near the runway
in Manhattan. The capsule collection gave the company an
extra season to move its manufacturers to the new retail
schedule without missing a runway show season. In February
2017, Tommy Hilfiger will debut his full Spring/Summer 2017
collection in line with the new instant retail calendar.

Topshop
Mass-market apparel retailer Topshop also hosted a Spring/
Summer 2017 Unique Collection runway show during London
Fashion Week, and consumers could purchase items right
after the show. Topshop Unique hosted a pop-up market
stall, which was open immediately after the catwalk show.
Topshop is a rare high-street retailer that presents at London
Fashion Week.
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Impacted by rising digitization, the fashion industry is
currently in a state of rapid transformation. High-end fashion
brands are evolving towards a see-now-buy-now business
model, which consists of runway styles being available for
purchase immediately after fashion shows instead of the
customary six-month wait.
The changing fashion industry retail schedule has farreaching implications for design, marketing and supply
chains. The see-now-buy-now development presents
additional challenges and increases logistical complexity, as
realigning orders and delivery schedules with suppliers is
required.
Major brands and designers that have introduced capsule
collections and turned their runway shows into see-now-buynow formats include Burberry, Tommy Hilfiger, Ralph Lauren,
Coach and Michael Kors, amongst others.
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Fashion Re-Commerce
Evolution
1) The marketplace for online fashion
resale continues to evolve rapidly.
Following an initial wave of online
fashion consignment startups, weaker
players have gone out of business
and stronger players have grown and
attracted more investment funding to
propel their further growth
2) However, there is likely to be room
for only one or two players in each
subsector of the apparel resale market,
as fashion “re-commerce” websites
will have to compete fiercely for both
inventory and customers.
3) The digital secondhand apparel sector
will likely continue to grow, boosted
by global expansion, increased
seasonal inventory supply and
demand, millennial penetration, brand
momentum in the full-price retail
channel and the investment nature of
certain luxury products.
4) We have also seen the emergence
of platforms targeting niche product
markets such as sneaker resales and
social media peer-to-peer resale apps
such as Depop that target specific
demographic groups.
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Introduction
Defining Re-Commerce
Fashion retail is being reshaped not only by e-commerce,
but also by “re-commerce”—consumers buying and selling
pre-owned apparel online. The fashion resale trend is one of
a number of innovative forces impacting apparel retailing,
which we are covering across our On-Trend series of reports.
Online marketplaces have made it much easier for
consumers to buy and sell secondhand clothing, footwear
and accessories. Luxury goods are especially popular in the
re-commerce channel, as their higher prices give consumers
greater incentives to buy and resell them. Re-commerce
companies have adopted a variety of different business
models, including direct repurchase, consignment sales and
facilitating peer-to-peer sales.
Online resale companies provide sellers with augmented
services such as photographing, pricing and posting inventory
information online. Sellers are paid for merchandise either up
front or on consignment, which means that the seller is only
paid once the merchandise is sold.
Peer-to-peer marketplace platforms facilitate the matching
of inventory sellers and buyers and charge a commission
on each sale. In a peer-to-peer model, buyers and sellers
connect with each other directly, the way they do on eBay.

An Evolving Sector
The marketplace for fashion re-commerce continues to
evolve rapidly. Following an initial wave of online fashion
resale startups, weaker players have gone out of business and
stronger players have grown and attracted more investment
funding to propel further growth.
It is difficult to arrive at an accurate market size for this
sector, since all the companies currently operating in it are
private and do not disclose sales figures. However, one of
the major resale players, ThredUP, has estimated that the US
apparel resale market will grow at a 6% CAGR over 10 years,
from $14 billion in 2015 to $25 billion in 2025.
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Source: Thredup.com

Besides ThredUP, other major companies in the online
re-commerce space in the US, the UK and Europe include
Poshmark, Tradesy, The RealReal and Vestiaire Collective. We
published our first deep-dive report on the online resale and
consignment market in January 2016. That report profiled
all five of these major re-commerce companies and their
business models. Readers can find that report at bit.ly/
FashionResale.
In this update, we discuss the continuing evolution and
growth of the apparel re-commerce segment. We analyze
market characteristics and the main players, and discuss
five factors that are likely to boost the fashion re-commerce
sector. Finally, we profile two new, niche-focused resale
platforms, Depop and Stadium Goods.

Continued Investor Interest in Funding
Apparel Re-Commerce Companies
Since 2009, investors have poured more than half a billion
dollars in venture funding into apparel resale companies,
and re-commerce remains popular at mass market, middle
market and luxury price points. According to FashInvest, a
fashion investment community, investors invested more than
$175 million in the online reselling industry in 2016.
• Vestiaire Collective, a France-based online reselling
platform for luxury goods, secured $62 million in funding
in January 2017, bringing total funds raised to $130
million in five funding rounds since the company’s
founding in 2009.
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• Swap.com raised $20 million in December 2016, bringing
its total funding to approximately $50 million. The
company currently operates a Chicago warehouse that is
the size of six football fields.
• The RealReal has raised a total of $122 million since
2011 and ThredUP has raised $131 million since its
founding in 2009, according to VentureBeat. Poshmark
has raised more than $70 million in funding, according
to Women’s Wear Daily.
Figure 1. Selected Re-Commerce Companies: Total Funding
Raised Since Company Founding (USD Mil.)
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Vestiaire
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The RealReal
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Source: Company reports/Fung Global Retail & Technology

Despite continued investor funding interest, there is room
for only one or two players in each subsector of the apparel
resale market, as fashion re-commerce websites have to
compete fiercely for both inventory and customers in order
to benefit from economies of scale and achieve adequate
profitability margins.

Low-to-Mid-Price Online Resale
Players
US-based ThredUP and Poshmark lead in the low-to-midprice online resale segment.

ThredUP
ThredUP is the most mainstream and well-known online
fashion reseller, and it claims to have been the first to enter
the industry.
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Poshmark has 1.5 million sellers that offer 4 million items
daily. Shoppers on the Poshmark app spend an estimated
25 minutes daily on it and open it seven to eight times each
day. According to Poshmark, one in every 50 US women sells
secondhand clothing via its marketplace.
Figure 2. Selected Re-Commerce Companies: Total Number
of Members, 2016 (Mil.)
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Source: VentureBeat/Women’s Wear Daily/Business of Fashion/Financial Times/Fung Global Retail & Technology

Luxury Good Online Resale Players
The three main players in the premium and luxury
secondhand fashion resale marketplace are The RealReal and
Tradesy (both based in the US) and Vestiaire Collective (based
in France). These three companies are profiled in more depth
in our first resale report, at bit.ly/FashionResale.

The RealReal
The RealReal has 5 million members worldwide and is
estimated to have doubled its gross merchandise value
(GMV) year over year in 2016:
• The company paid out $200 million to consignors in
2016 and is estimated to pay out $300–$350 million in
2017.
• Half of consignors that use the platform have never
consigned before.
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• About 98% of the items listed on the website sell within
three months.
• The RealReal operates temporary physical pop-up shops,
and the company plans to open one permanent physical
store in the US in the future.
Figure 3. The RealReal: GMV (USD Mil.)
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Source: Women’s Wear Daily/Fung Global Retail & Technology

Tradesy
• Tradesy has 5 million members.
• The average order value on Tradesy is $300 and the site
is estimated to have reached $300 million in sales in
2016.

Vestiaire Collective
• The Vestiare Collective platform has 6 million customers
across 48 countries and consignors in 17 countries. The
company lists 600,000 items for sale, and 4,000 new
products are listed daily on the site.
• France is Vestiaire Collective’s main market, representing
35% of total sales. The company is also a leading
platform in the UK, Germany, Spain and Italy.
• Vestiaire Collective customers spent an average of $427
in 2016, versus $371 in 2015. The company’s CEO stated
that annual sale growth has averaged 70%.
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We see five key factors conspiring to boost the fashion recommerce sector.
1. There is room for global expansion:
• Vestiaire Collective plans to dedicate its latest round of
investment financing funds to international expansion,
in particular in the US and Asia.
• The RealReal plans to add more international
consignment sellers. The site ships internationally, but
consignors are currently based only in the US.
2. Full-price brand momentum stimulates demand in the
resale market and has a significant impact on the resale
value of branded products:
• The resale market tends to reflect changes and trends
in the retail market.
• ThredUP reported that activewear was among the
fastest-moving categories on its site in 2016, reflecting
the continued momentum of the athleisure trend.
• The arrival or departure of a creative director at a
luxury goods company tends to have an impact on
consumer interest in a brand and to increase the resale
value of current, previous and future collections. For
example, the appointment of Hedi Slimane at Yves
Saint Laurent resulted in a 275% increase in resales of
certain of the brand’s products during his time at the
fashion house. And the resale value of some Christian
Dior products increased by 25% in the three months
following Raf Simons’ departure from the company
in October 2015, compared with the three months
before.
• The RealReal says that 77% of its shoppers and
consignors consider a product’s resale value when they
buy at full price at retail.
• In terms of specific luxury product categories, bag
consignment sellers are generally able to recoup the
highest percentage of the original retail sale price.
They are followed by consignors of shoes and ready-towear apparel, according to Vestiaire Collective, which
has also launched a resale calculator that helps sellers
estimate resale income.
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Figure 4. Selected Luxury Goods: Price Recoup % of Original
Retail Value,
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Source: Vestiaire Collective/Fung Global Retail & Technology

3. Consumers see certain luxury products as investments,
which supports the high-end resale segment:
• Limited-edition items are highly sought after, and some
items are fashion investments that have high resale
value.
• The resale business is especially popular for prestigious
handbags. There is even a handbag investment index,
The Rare Handbag Index from online marketplace
JustCollecting. The index increased by just under 8%
annually between 2004 and 2016, and one particular
Chanel purse increased in value by more than 230%
during the period.
4. Inventory supply and demand see seasonal increases:
• Resale inventory supply increases during April and May
and again in October and November as consumers
change over their seasonal wardrobes.
• Unwanted holiday gifts also increase resale
merchandise inventory. In January 2016, the number
of items on Swap.com marked with a new tag jumped
by about 25% from the monthly average, and Swap.
com executives anticipated a similar surge for 2017.
Poshmark expects its consignment listings to double in
February and March 2017 from the last few months of
2016 as consumers use the site to get rid of unwanted
holiday gifts.
5. Millennial market penetration is likely to increase:
• Approximately one-third of The RealReal’s consumers
are millennials.
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Depop: Instagram Meets eBay
As re-commerce has evolved, social-media-type, peer-to-peer
fashion resale marketplace apps have emerged, enhancing
the online resale marketplace for customers to trade items.
Meanwhile, opportunities remain for resale marketplaces
serving niche categories, such as sneaker resales, or targeting
specific demographic groups. Depop is a company that
combines each of these elements.
Depop is a UK secondhand fashion app that was introduced
in 2012. The app has about 5 million users, lists more than
1.5 million items monthly and sells more than 500,000 items
monthly. The company raised $8 million in 2015.
Depop has been described as a cross between eBay and
Instagram. The app is geared to teenagers and young adults.
It is designed to look and function like a social media site
rather than as an online store. Users can “like” and follow
other users, rate their customer experience, send messages
in order to bargain over the price of an item and leave
comments about items that others list for sale. The app
is easy to use and pictures often show clothing for sale
modeled by the sellers themselves. Depop has no listing fees
for new sellers and does not charge a sales commission.
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• Poshmark, a peer-to-peer apparel resale marketplace
founded in 2011, has approximately 1.5 million sellers.
The company claims that one in 50 women in the US
sell secondhand items on its marketplace. Poshmark’s
largest user demographic includes college students and
millennials.
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The company says that teenagers are now buying
merchandise at markets and used-clothing stores and
reselling it on Depop and other fashion resale apps.
According to the founder of Depop, one 14-year-old girl saw
a necklace on eBay that she believed was priced too low. She
took a screenshot and posted an advertisement for the same
necklace, at a higher price, on Depop. When someone bid for
the necklace on Depop, she bought the necklace on eBay and
arranged for it to be sent to the Depop purchaser.

Niche Streetwear Resellers: Stadium
Goods
Another growing subsection of the digital resale market is
branded streetwear merchandise. The category includes
baseball caps, hooded sweatshirts and sneakers; rare and
limited-edition sports sneakers associated with certain
athletes are especially popular.

Source: Stadiumgoods.com

New York–based Stadium Goods is an online reseller of
rare sneakers, offering more than 15,000 pairs through its
website. The company was founded in late 2015 and raised
$4.6 million in its first financing round. Stadium Goods
has partnerships with eBay and Tmall Global, which is an
extension of Alibaba’s Tmall.com business.
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• The marketplace for online fashion resale continues to
evolve rapidly. Following an initial wave of online fashion
consignment startups, weaker players have gone out of
business and stronger players have grown and attracted
more investment funding to propel their further growth.
• A natural evolution has been seen in the introduction
of social-media-type, peer-to-peer fashion resale apps,
which are expected to attract more young buyers and
sellers to the re-commerce market.
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Retail Revolution—
US Apparel Shifts in
20 Charts
As part of our Retail Revolution series, this
report brings together significant data
points that chart the changing nature of
the US apparel market and allow us to dig
deeper into some established narratives
and preconceptions. Top takeaways include:
1) Despite some reports to the contrary,
Amazon is not among the top
10 apparel retailers in the US, by
revenues, if we consider what it retails
in its own right.
2) H&M has grown substantially, but it
is now experiencing deep declines in
its US comparable sales, according to
analysts’ estimates.
3) Primark could achieve just under $1
billion in US sales by 2020.
4) The off-price apparel specialist
segment grew revenues by 39%
between 2011 and 2016, and now
accounts for 22.5% of all apparel
specialists’ sales.
5) By shopper numbers, Amazon is
the sixth-most-popular retailer for
womenswear, the second-mostpopular for menswear and the topranking retailer for footwear in the US.
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Introduction
The revolution in US retail is perhaps more evident in
apparel than in any other category. E-commerce players,
international “invaders” and off-price retailers are creating a
whirlwind of disruption for middle-ground incumbents.
In this report, we bring together data from company filings,
market-research firms and consumer surveys to illustrate in
20 charts the shifts in the US apparel market. We also use
data to explore some established narratives, including those
about Amazon’s scale in apparel and the growth of fastfashion retailers.
Among the subjects we cover are consensus expectations
for growth at the biggest apparel retailers in fiscal year 2018,
H&M’s sharp downturn in US trading, estimates for store
numbers and revenues at Primark, and data on where US
consumers shop for womenswear, menswear and footwear.
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• Amazon and E-Commerce
• Off-Price
• Fast Fashion
• Athleisure
• Store Closures
• Where Consumers Shop
For the purposes of this report, apparel includes clothing,
footwear and accessories. All data are for the US only, unless
otherwise specified.
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The following sections cover:
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The Top Retailers
Figure 1. Top Retailers’ Sales of Apparel, FY16 (USD Bil.)

Kohl’s

All data are for fiscal year ended January 2016, except for Costco, which is for fiscal year ended
August 2016.
All data are for US revenues only.
(a) Including jewelry; TJX total is $13.1 billion excluding apparel accessories and jewelry.
(b) Including cosmetics
(c) Softlines, which include apparel and small appliances
(d) Including jewelry and fragrances
Source: Company reports/Fung Global Retail & Technology

We begin with a ranking of America’s 10 biggest clothing,
footwear and accessories retailers. Walmart overtook Macy’s
to become the top apparel retailer in the year ended January
2016, we estimate. Two of the top 10 apparel companies
are off-price retailers: TJX Companies, which includes the
T.J.Maxx and Marshalls chains, and Ross Stores. Value retail is
further represented by Walmart, Target and Costco, and four
of the top 10 are department store retailers: Macy’s, Kohl’s,
Nordstrom and JCPenney. Only one, Gap (including Old Navy
and Banana Republic), is a specialized nondiscount retailer.
Amazon, with an estimated $5.5 billion in apparel retail sales
in 2016 (excluding third-party sales on its site), fails to make
the top 10. But if Amazon can grow its first-party sales by
around 20% a year, it will be retailing an estimated $9 billion
of apparel by 2019.
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Source: S&P Capital IQ/Fung Global Retail & Technology

Above, we chart analysts’ consensus expectations for total
revenue growth among these retailers in fiscal year 2018. We
look ahead to 2018 because fiscal 2017 has finished for all
but one of the top 10 retailers (Costco is the outlier; its fiscal
2017 year ends in August).
It will surprise few readers that the off-price and discount
channels are set to be the strongest performers among the
biggest retailers. The anticipated revenue decline for Macy’s
is in the context of store closures (an issue we cover later in
this report).
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The TJX Companies
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Figure 2. Consensus Estimates for Top Apparel Retailers’ Total Revenues, FY18 (YoY %
Change)
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Amazon and E-Commerce
Figure 3. Amazon: Estimated US Apparel Sales (Left Axis; USD Bil.) and Share of Total
Apparel Sales (Right Axis; %)

3P = third-party sellers; 1P = Amazon’s own retail sales (first party).
Source: Euromonitor International/Fung Global Retail & Technology

Many analysts have attempted to estimate Amazon’s sales in
the apparel category, but these estimates are typically based
on little hard data. The picture is complicated by third-party
(3P) sales, which now make up half of Amazon’s total sales.
According to Euromonitor International estimates, clothing
and footwear sales made through Amazon US totaled $13
billion in 2016. This was a $9 billion increase from five years
earlier. However, $7.56 billion of the 2016 sales were Amazon
Marketplace sales. Amazon fails to make our ranking of the
top 10 retailers because it functioned as simply a portal, not
a retailer, for more than half its sales.
As estimated by Euromonitor, apparel accounted for about
13% of Amazon’s 2016 US gross merchandise volume (GMV),
which seems a sensible ballpark figure to us.
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Euromonitor estimates that around 17% of US apparel sales
will be made online this year, which equates to around $62
billion in sales.
E-commerce’s share of apparel category sales in the US lags
its share in peer countries such as the UK and Germany, and
this effect is expected to persist over the coming five years.
• Later in this report, we include consumer survey trend
data that show how many US consumers buy apparel
from Amazon.
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Source: Euromonitor International/Kantar Worldpanel/Fung Global Retail & Technology
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Figure 4. E-Commerce as Share of Total Apparel Sales (%)
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Off-Price
Figure 5. Off-Price Department Store Sales and Off-Price Apparel Specialist Sales (Left
Axis; USD Bil.) and Off-Price Apparel Specialist Sales as % of Total Apparel Specialist
Sector Sales (Right Axis; %)

Source: Euromonitor International/Fung Global Retail & Technology

The off-price apparel specialist segment grew revenues by
39% between 2011 and 2016. Its $44 billion of sales in 2016
accounted for nearly one-quarter of total apparel specialist
sector sales.
Between the years ended January 2012 and January 2016,
segment leader TJX Companies grew sales at its US T.J.Maxx
and Marshalls chains by 30%, to $19.9 billion.
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The major off-price retailers grew their store numbers by
23%, to 4,463, between the years ended January 2012 and
January 2016. This compares with 2.2% growth in store
numbers across the total clothing and footwear specialist
sector, bringing that total to 118,561 in calendar 2015,
according to Euromonitor.
New entrants such as Macy’s Backstage and Find @ Lord &
Taylor are not included due to lack of trend data.
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Fiscal years ended January
Source: Company reports
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Figure 6. Selected Major Off-Price Retailers: Store Numbers
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Figure 7. Consumer Survey: Shoppers Who Use Off-Price Formats as Part of Apparel
Shopping Routines, by Where They Shop, March 2015 (%)

Source: Kantar Retail

Around half of US consumers buy from off-price retailers;
the proportion is slightly higher among the subgroup that
also shops at Kohl’s and Macy’s. Off-price specialist retailers,
such as T.J.Maxx, continue to be shopped more heavily than
off-price or discount divisions of department stores, such as
Nordstrom Rack and Saks OFF 5TH.
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Data for H&M and ASOS are for the nearest fiscal years to calendar years. H&M includes sales tax.
Source: S&P Capital IQ/Euromonitor International/company reports/Fung Global Retail &
Technology

In recent years, European fast-fashion specialists have been
perceived as a significant threat to incumbent apparel
retailers. H&M has led the charge of international fastfashion invaders. Its $3.2 billion in revenue in 2016 gave it an
apparel market share of just under 1%.
Among apparel specialists, H&M ranks between privately
owned Forever 21, which generated $4.4 billion in sales
in 2015, according to press reports, and American Eagle
Outfitters, which turned over $3.1 billion in the year ended
January 2016 (latest).
Inditex (Zara) remains much smaller and, in terms of revenue,
is in the same ballpark as British online-only retailer ASOS.
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Figure 8. US Revenues of H&M, Inditex and ASOS (Left Axis; USD Mil.) and H&M’s US
Market Share of Clothing, Footwear and Accessories (Right Axis, %)
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Fast Fashion
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Figure 9. H&M US Total Sales Growth and Estimated Comparable Sales Growth, and
Total US Clothing Retailers’ Sales (%)

Clothing retailers’ sales for 4Q16 are for November and December (latest).
Source: Company reports/Goldman Sachs/US Census Bureau/Fung Global Retail & Technology

Despite its substantial medium-term growth, H&M’s US
performance has recently nosedived, with total sales growth
supported by continued store openings. A number of brokers
estimate that comparable sales were negative in 2016, and
were deeply negative in the three most recent quarters. For
comparison, the chart above shows H&M’s total US sales
growth versus total sales growth in the clothing specialist
sector, as recorded by the US Census Bureau.
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H&M’s relatively small overall market share belies its strength
in its core consumer segment: it ranks much more highly
among younger shoppers than among the overall population
of shoppers. According to data from our research partner,
Prosper Insights & Analytics, some 6% of Americans surveyed
said they had shopped for womenswear at H&M in the past
90 days in 2016. That figure, however, was 12.6% among
18–34-year-olds (and 13.5% among 18–24-year-olds, a range
not charted above).
• Later in this report, we include more survey data on
where consumers shop for womenswear, menswear and
footwear.
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Base: 7,008 adults aged 18+
Source: Prosper Insights & Analytics
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Figure 10. Proportion of US Consumers Who Had Shopped for Womenswear at H&M
vs. Selected Peers in the Past 90 Days, as of April 2016 (%)
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Figure 11. Primark US: Estimated Sales (Left Axis, USD Mil.) and Store Numbers (Right
Axis)

Source: Company reports/Fung Global Retail & Technology

Primark looks to be the next big challenger to incumbents.
It opened its first US store, in Boston, in September 2015,
and had opened five stores by its latest year-end, September
2016.
Based on Primark’s expansion in significant continental
European markets, we estimate it will open approximately
seven US stores per year. Based on average sales per store in
non-UK markets, that would take its US sales to just under $1
billion by the fiscal year ending September 2020.
The company does not break out revenues by geographic
market.
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Source: Euromonitor International/Fung Global Retail & Technology

Athleisure remains an important driver of total apparel sales
growth. Euromonitor recorded very strong performances
across sports clothing and footwear in 2016, and it forecasts
that this growth will strengthen this year.
Data from Euromonitor and The NPD Group suggest that the
strongest growth has been seen in sports-inspired products
rather than in performance products (see also Figure 13).
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Figure 12. Selected Apparel Segments: Sales (YoY % Change)
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Athleisure
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Figure 13. Selected Segments of Athletic Footwear Market: Sales, 2016 (YoY %
Change)

*Segment within Classic Trainers
Source: The NPD Group

In 2016, The NPD Group found that growth in the athletic
footwear market was driven by the “classics” segment (the
fashion segment) rather than by the “performance” segment.
The classics segment includes retro and sports-inspired
lines. Performance running shoes recorded zero growth
and performance basketball footwear sales declined by an
unspecified amount in 2016.
According to The NPD Group, total market growth was
impacted in the fourth quarter due to the bankruptcies of
Sports Authority and Sports Chalet.
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Source: Euromonitor International/Fung Global Retail & Technology

Sports apparel accounts for 30% of the total US clothing and
footwear market. This share has risen by approximately one
percentage point per year over the past five years.
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Figure 14. Sports vs. Non-Sports Apparel: Share of Total Market, 2016 (%)
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Athleisure
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Store Closures
Figure 15. Major Apparel and Department Store Retailers: Announced Number of
Store Closures

Store closures announced in the third quarter of 2016 or later
*Represents all of the company’s stores
Source: Company reports

Major names such as Macy’s have joined a raft of retailers
that are closing stores. The closures charted above are those
announced since the third quarter of 2016, so, for companies
such as Sears, this is not the grand total. Macy’s announced
100 store closures in August 2016, and the company recently
said that 68 of these will close by mid-2017.
Sears has been one of the most aggressive retailers in terms
of closing stores: it reduced its store count by 926 between
the year ended January 2014 and its fiscal third quarter of
2017 (latest), according to company filings. Its latest closures,
announced in January 2017, total 150 stores across the Sears
and Kmart chains.
The time periods in which these closures will occur vary and
some companies have not specified when they will close
stores.
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Where do shoppers go once their favorite department store
closes? The data above show that T.J.Maxx gains the most
when Kmart closes stores and that Dillard’s mops up the
most shoppers proportionately when Macy’s shutters stores.
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Data refer to the percentage increase in named retailers’ share of “typical shoppers” at Kmart or
Macy’s in the nine months following store closures.
Source: Foursquare
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Figure 16. Percentage Uplift in Share of Typical Kmart/Macy’s Shoppers at Rival
Retailers When a Kmart or Macy’s Store Closes, 2017 (%)
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Where Consumers Shop
In this section, we showcase survey data from our research partner, Prosper Insights &
Analytics, on where consumers shop for apparel.

Womenswear
Figure 17. Consumer Survey: Retailers Where Female Respondents Shopped for
Womenswear in the Past 90 Days (%)

Base: 2,541–3,651 females aged 18+ in each survey period; surveys were conducted in April of
each year.
Source: Prosper Insights & Analytics/Fung Global Retail & Technology

Womenswear accounts for around half of the clothing
market, making it much the most valuable segment for
retailers. Department stores continue to take leading
positions for womenswear, by female shopper numbers.
Amazon is comfortably inside the top 10 by number of
shoppers.
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When we drill down to where Amazon shoppers (male or
female) buy womenswear, Amazon itself ranks much more
highly, with around one-third buying womenswear from the
retailer. “Amazon shoppers” are defined as respondents who
stated they shop at Amazon the most often for any category
about which Prosper surveys consumers (from groceries to
toys to electronics to apparel).
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“Amazon shoppers” defined as respondents that rank Amazon as the store they shop at the most
often for any category within the survey.
Base: 4,912–7,008 adults aged 18+ in each survey period; surveys were conducted in April of each
year.
Source: Prosper Insights & Analytics/Fung Global Retail & Technology
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Figure 18. Consumer Survey: Retailers Where Respondents Shopped for Womenswear
in the Past 90 Days, All Shoppers vs. Amazon Shoppers (%)
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Menswear
Figure 19. Consumer Survey: Retailers Where Male Respondents Shopped for
Menswear in the Past 90 Days (%)

Base: 2,763–3,373 males aged 18+ in each survey period; surveys were conducted in June of each
year.
Source: Prosper Insights & Analytics/Fung Global Retail & Technology

Menswear accounts for around one-third of the total clothing
market. Here, Walmart leapfrogs Kohl’s to take first position
and Amazon seizes second place, having registered a leap in
shopper numbers between 2015 and 2016. The differences in
ranking and the presence of Old Navy for menswear suggest
a greater focus on low prices among male shoppers than
among female shoppers.
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Base: 6,178–6,809 adults aged 18+ in each survey period; surveys were conducted in July of each
year.
Source: Prosper Insights & Analytics/Fung Global Retail & Technology

Amazon rates more highly for footwear than for clothing. In
Prosper’s 2016 survey, respondents indicated that Amazon
was the most-shopped retailer for shoes.
• Readers can find further analysis of Prosper data in
our recent report US Consumer Analysis: Apparel and
Footwear.
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Figure 20. Consumer Survey: Retailers Where Respondents Shopped for Footwear in
the Past 90 Days (%)
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Footwear
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Key Takeaways
While off-price and e-commerce remain the major growth
channels in US apparel retailing, the story for fast fashion
is less clear, given H&M’s stalling growth and Inditex’s still
marginal share of the market. Meanwhile, department stores
remain among the most popular destinations for apparel
shoppers.
Price-led retailers retain very strong positions in the market,
and we estimate that Walmart overtook Macy’s in terms
of annual apparel sales in the year ended January 2016.
By share of shoppers, value retailers rank more highly in
the menswear category than in womenswear. Primark is a
new challenger in the ultralow-price segment and could be
turning over nearly $1 billion in annual US sales by 2020.
Amazon is a very popular destination for footwear and
menswear, but is slightly less popular for womenswear. This
is likely due in part to the fact that shopping in the menswear
category is more functional and price-led in nature than
it is in womenswear. Amazon is not yet among the top 10
retailers of apparel in the US, if we consider only estimates
for sales that it makes itself, and not third-party sales that
it facilitates. However, those first-party sales appear to be
growing rapidly, and will almost certainly propel Amazon into
the top 10 in the not-too-distant future.
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Millennial Lifestyles
Drive Growth in Apparel
Rental
Online apparel and accessory rental
services are proliferating. Apparel rental
models allow customers to borrow
items for a set time period, typically at a
meaningful discount to the products’ retail
price. Millennials appear to be driving the
growth of the apparel rental segment, and
three key millennial lifestyle trends are
underpinning the segment’s development:
1) The “Instagram effect”—or the desire
to be perceived on social media as
living a fun, interesting, experiencerich life—combined with celebrity
culture and the selfie phenomenon
necessitate that millennials have an
ever-changing, on-trend wardrobe.
Apparel rental services allow
consumers to wear a changing
selection of major brands without
having to spend as much as they would
if they bought the items outright.
2) Millennials value experiences over
acquiring products. Apparel rentals
allow millennials to wear high-end
brands at lower cost, and so funnel
more of their spending toward services
and leisure experiences. Meanwhile,
the low priority that millennials attach
to owning products makes renting
apparel a more viable option for them.
3) Millennials are considered budget
conscious, so renting items makes
sense for them, especially when it
comes to high-worth and expensive
items that are used only occasionally.
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Executive Summary
Online apparel and accessory rental startups are proliferating.
Apparel rental models allow customers to borrow items for
a set time period, typically at a much lower cost than buying
the items outright. Millennials—those born between 1980
and 2000—appear to be driving the growth of the apparel
rental segment. In particular, three millennial lifestyle trends
are underpinning the development of the segment:
1) The Instagram effect, celebrity culture and the selfie
phenomenon necessitate that millennials have an everchanging, on-trend wardrobe. Apparel rental services
allow consumers to wear a changing selection of major
brands without having to spend as much as they would if
they bought the items outright.
2) Millennials value experiences over acquiring products.
Apparel rentals allow millennials to wear high-end
brands at lower cost, and so funnel more of their
spending toward services and leisure experiences.
Meanwhile, the low priority that millennials attach to
owning products makes renting apparel a more viable
option.
3) Millennials are considered budget conscious, so renting
items makes sense for them, especially high-worth and
expensive items that are used only occasionally.
Further factors supporting the apparel rental segment
include the decluttering trend, the prevalence of fast fashion
and millennials’ concern for environmental sustainability.
Apparel rental services have expanded in line with the rapid
growth of the sharing economy. In today’s increasingly
digitalized world, more and more consumers are forgoing
ownership of products and services and choosing to
rent, borrow or barter for them instead. The Internet
has facilitated new marketplaces that provide superior
communication and logistics services that links owners with
borrowers and renters.
Online apparel rental companies can siphon off sales that
would otherwise go to retailers. On the flip side, renting
can inspire consumers to make future purchases, as some
may feel more confident about buying a particular item or
brand after trying it on. Rental services introduce potential
customers to new brands and designers, especially ones
75

Services such as virtual fitting rooms and augmented-reality
apps will encourage more online purchases and rental
transactions, as these new technologies resolve some of
the challenges related to finding the right fit or size while
shopping for apparel online. However, apparel rental and
peer-to-peer sharing services still face some challenges and
roadblocks that inhibit their adoption on a larger scale.

Introduction
In this report, we examine the trend of renting fashion,
which consists of renting merchandise such as apparel,
footwear and accessories for a specific, predetermined
time period and fee. We identify three key millennial trends
that are underpinning the market for apparel rentals. We
also consider the potential implications of the rental trend
for retailers, showcase various online startup companies
that offer rental services for apparel and other items, and
shed light on how the apparel sharing economy and rental
movement are likely to evolve in the future.

Source: Renttherunway
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A number of fashion rental companies and peer-to-peer
marketplaces have launched operations in the last few years
in the US, the UK, Europe and Australia. The majority offer
higher-end designer merchandise, and some target niche
markets.

Millennial Lifestyles Drive Growth in Apparel Rental

whose products the customers cannot afford to buy
currently, but may be able to buy in the future. This is
particularly relevant now, as luxury goods sales have been on
a declining trend.
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The Rent-the-Runway Revolution
Alongside the rapid expansion of the sharing economy for
all kinds of goods and services, online apparel and furniture
rental startups and peer-to-peer sharing platforms have
proliferated. Rental models allow customers to borrow items
for a set time period, typically at a meaningful discount to the
products’ retail prices. Perhaps the best-known apparel rental
company is US-based Rent the Runway, which launched in
2009 and currently has more than 6 million members.
Rental companies provide product accessibility by offering
aspirational, discounted designer products to a broader
audience; these consumers often would not be able to afford
to buy the products, but are able to rent them for a period of
time at a lower cost. The fashion rental model expands the
fashion market by enlarging the customer base and making a
wider array of fashions available to younger and less-wealthy
consumers. The rental market is geared toward special
occasion wear and formalwear, as such items are often rarely
worn but of high value.

Millennial Lifestyle Trends Underpin
Apparel Rental
Millennials—those born between 1980 and 2000—appear to
be driving the growth of the apparel rental segment:
• According to a survey by shopping-center operator
Westfield, about 46% of millennials in the UK and 35% in
the US would be willing to spend £200 (US$253) or more
monthly to rent clothes.
• The survey found that almost half of 25–34-year-olds
in the UK and the US would be interested in a monthly
rental subscription plan for clothes. Consumers in urban
areas are particularly interested in renting clothes from
their favorite stores, the Westfield survey found.
• In addition, about 60% of millennials prefer renting
goods to owning them, according to a survey conducted
by the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development in 2013.
We see three key millennial lifestyle trends underpinning
the development of the rental segment: a desire to be seen
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Source: Fung Global Retail & Technology

1. Instagram, Celebrities and the Selfie Generation
The Instagram effect, celebrity culture and the selfie
phenomenon lead many millennials to desire an everchanging, on-trend wardrobe. Millennials are very much
influenced by celebrities and social media, and we see
platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Snapchat
stimulating demand for fashion and apparel rentals.
Millennials want to be seen in designer goods and the latest
apparel styles, and rental services provide a more affordable
means of procuring designer clothing. They also offer
consumers continuous product newness and variety, allowing
renters to wear a changing selection of major brands, but at a
lower cost than buying them.
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Figure 1. Millennial-Driven Catalysts for the Fashion Rental Revolution
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wearing an ever-changing, on-trend wardrobe that is driven
by social media and celebrity culture; a preference for
spending on experiences rather than on goods; and frugal
consumption habits.
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2. Experiences over Acquisitions
Millennials overwhelmingly value leisure experiences over
material possessions, and they and many consumers in other
demographics now prefer to rent or share certain items
rather than own them outright. According to a survey by
Eventbrite and Harris Poll, fully 78% of US millennials prefer
to spend on a desirable experience than to buy a desirable
product.
Figure 2. US Millennials and Experiences, Survey Results (2014)

Source: Eventbrite/Harris Poll

Apparel rentals dovetail with this trend in two ways:
• First, the rental model allows millennials to wear highend brands at lower cost, leaving them more to spend
on the services and experiences that they value more
highly.
• Second, the low priority that millennials attach to
owning products makes rentals a more viable option: if
these consumers had a strong preference for acquiring
products, the model would not work.
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Source: Chic-by-choice
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In the aftermath of the financial crisis, many millennials in
the US, Canada and the UK are grappling with high student
debt levels and soft employment prospects. In Continental
European countries such as France, Italy and Spain,
millennials are facing much higher levels of unemployment
than other generations do. Unsurprisingly, this age group
is considered budget conscious. Millennials seek value, so
renting items makes sense for them, especially for highworth and expensive items that are used only occasionally.
According to UK-based apparel rental startup Chic by Choice,
only one-third of millennials are willing to purchase apparel
at full price.
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3. Limited Financial Means and Budget
Consciousness
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Further Factors Supporting the Rental
Segment
Decluttering
Peer-to-peer rental services help consumers declutter their
homes and sustainably make use of unworn and unused
items. According to online resale store ThredUp, more
than US$8 billion worth of apparel is just sitting, unworn,
in consumers’ closets in the US. The rental model allows
consumers to clean out their closets and monetize the
clothes they never wear themselves.

Fast Fashion
Renting and borrowing apparel builds on the fast-fashion
business model, as apparel rental services provide customers
with more choice and variety, along with continuously
on-trend merchandise. Fast fashion, due to its low-value,
expendable nature, is also an extension of consumers’ desire
to experience products rather than own them forever. Fastfashion online pure plays such as Boohoo.com and ASOS have
reported very strong sales results in their affordable bridal
and special occasion dress categories.

Sustainability
Finally, in some ways, it is more sustainable and
environmentally friendly to rent clothes than it is to buy
them, as the textile industry—especially fast fashion—is
one of the biggest polluters globally. One counterargument
could be that the transportation of rental garments creates
additional pollution. According to Nielsen, millennials are
more likely than Generation Zers (the generation that follows
the millennials) to be willing to pay more for sustainable
products.
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One Element of the Booming Sharing Economy
In today’s increasingly digitalized world, more and more
consumers are forgoing ownership of products and services
and choosing to rent, barter for or borrow them instead.
The Internet has facilitated new marketplaces that provide
superior communication and logistics that link owners with
borrowers and renters.
For transportation, many consumers use rental/ride-sharing
services such as Uber, Zipcar and Getaround, as well as
scooter rental services. Others are sharing vacation rentals
that are booked through home-sharing platforms such as
Airbnb. The sharing economy has also expanded to include
peer-to-peer rentals of furniture, appliances, tools, art and,
of course, apparel and footwear.
PwC forecasts that the global sharing economy could
generate US$335 billion in annual revenue by 2025, up from
about US$12 billion in 2015. However, it is unclear how much
of that will be accounted for by retail or fashion apparel
rentals.
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Source: Nielsen
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Figure 3. Percent of Global Survey Respondents Willing to Pay More for Sustainable
Products, 2015
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Figure 4. Global Sharing Economy: Annual Sales (USD Bil.)

Source: PwC

As of 2014, only 2% of the US population had participated in
a sharing transaction in retail, compared with 6% for leisure
and 8% for transportation, according to PwC.
Figure 5. Percent of US Population that Participated in Sharing Economy Transaction,
2014

Source: PwC
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On the flip side, renting can inspire consumers to make
future purchases once they have tried on a certain item or
brand. Rental services are a means of introducing potential
customers to new brands and designers, especially ones that
the renters may not have been able to afford to buy outright.
This is particularly relevant now, as luxury goods sales have
been on a declining trend.
According to Rent the Runway, 95% of apparel renters are
trying a new brand for the first time, so rental companies are
facilitating customer access and introducing customers to
brands. In some instances, customers would likely never have
tried the brand if the apparel rental service had not been
available.
Rent the Runway has opened a showroom in US luxury
department store Neiman Marcus in San Francisco, and the
two companies consider their partnership a way to introduce
customers to new brands and to expand sales or rentals
to new customers. Rent the Runway’s core customers are
20–30-year-olds and Neiman Marcus’s core customers are
40–50-year-olds. The department store is especially trying to
attract millennial fashion customers and introduce them to
new fashion categories.
Likewise, New York–based luxury rental startup Armarium
has established a new partnership with European online
luxury marketplace Yoox Net-A-Porter. When Armarium
members select a rental piece, they are also offered a
selection of footwear and/or accessories available on Net-APorter that have been selected by Armarium’s stylists. Net-APorter sells many of the items that are available on Armarium
already.
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Online apparel rental companies can siphon off sales
that would otherwise go to retailers. If the apparel rental
economy takes off on a larger scale, fast-fashion retailers will
likely be most affected, since they sell on-trend and seasonal,
but inexpensive, products. Traditional tuxedo and formalwear
rental companies such as Moss Bros and Men’s Wearhouse
may also see pressure, as the customary experience of
renting formal attire for special occasions has often been
characterized as unpleasant and outdated.
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Implications for Retailers
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What Does the Future Hold?
The CEOs of rental startups believe that renting apparel will
become more common than purchasing it, and that rental
companies will disrupt the apparel market. Services such
as virtual fitting rooms and augmented-reality apps will
encourage more online purchases and rental transactions,
as these new technologies resolve some of the challenges
related to finding the right fit or size while shopping for
apparel online.
However, apparel rental and peer-to-peer sharing
marketplaces still face some challenges and roadblocks
that inhibit their adoption on a larger scale. First, not all
consumers want to share apparel, footwear and accessories
or wear apparel that has been worn by others, although the
consumer mindset may evolve favorably on this over time.
Second, not all brands want to offer their products on loan.
The most likely scenario is that consumers will use apparel
rental services most often for special occasion apparel
and formalwear, as well as certain unique lifestyle pieces.
Currently, fewer than 1 million tuxedos are purchased in
the US annually, while more than 10 million are rented out.
Given the growth of the athleisure trend and the less-formal
dressing habits that are defining the workplace, there could
be a sizable opportunity in renting suits and tuxedos for
specific occasions.
Rental startups that target niche markets such as maternity
wear and plus sizes are also likely to succeed. Furthermore,
it definitely makes sense to rent specialized but stylish,
sporadic-usage apparel for certain outdoor activities or
sports such as skiing, snowboarding, sailing and yachting, and
clothing for winter vacations and jungle or desert trekking.
Finally, we believe there is also demand for online rental
of furniture, art and home décor, especially in large urban
centers with relatively mobile populations.
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A number of fashion rental and peer-to-peer sharing
companies have launched operations in the last few years
in the US, the UK, Europe and Australia. The majority offer
higher-end designer merchandise, and some target niche
markets. Almost all of these companies offer free shipping
and returns, as well as assume the costs of repairs and dry
cleaning. Most also offer free personalized stylist advice
for fit and styling support. Some companies also offer item
insurance and the option to purchase items after rental at a
discount to the retail price. Startups in the sector likely have
high operational costs and we would not be surprised if most
of them are not currently profitable.
Revenue data are thin on the ground, given a preponderance
of private ownership. Rent The Runway has been reported to
be targeting US$100 million in revenue in 2016. Glam Corner
reported approximate sales of AU$1 million in 2015 and
Gentux revenues were projected to reach US$1.2 million in
2015 and over US$20 million in 2016.
Figure 6. Online Pure Play Renting and Borrowing Startups
Company

Business Model

Country

Rent the Runway

Aspirational Apparel Renting

US

Chic by Choice

Aspirational Apparel Renting

UK

Armarium

Luxury Apparel Renting

US

Le Tote

Subscription Apparel Renting

US

Girl Meets Dress

Dress Renting

UK

Glam Corner

Dress Rental

Australia

LSwop

Luxury Sneaker Rental

US

The Black Tux

Tuxedo Rental

US

Gentux

Tuxedo Rental

US

Style Lend

Luxury Apparel Borrowing/Swapping

US

Gwynnie Bee

Plus Size Apparel Subscription Rental

US

Borrow For Your Bump

Maternity Apparel Rental

US

RentoMojo

Furniture/Décor Rental

India

Furlenco

Furniture/Décor Rental

India

Source: Company reports; press articles
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Company Profiles
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Rent the Runway
US-based Rent the Runway offers designer-branded fashion
rentals, including special occasion dresses and outfits. The
company was launched in 2009, and currently has 800
employees serving 6 million customers. Apart from its
online platform, the company has opened six brick-andmortar showrooms, in New York City, Chicago, Las Vegas
and Washington, DC. Rent the Runway has also launched
a 2,500-square-foot showroom at Neiman Marcus in
San Francisco, and is planning to open more stand-alone
showroom locations.
The company expanded its rental offerings from evening
gowns and formalwear to all-occasion wear and launched
a service called Unlimited that allows members to rent up
to three items for a monthly fee of US$139, or US$1,700
annually. Rent the Runway is projecting annual company
revenues of US$100 million in 2016 and is valued at an
estimated US$500 million. The company also has a dedicated
team of 250 employees to help customers find outfits
through Snapchat. According to the company, Rent the
Runway operates the largest dry-cleaning operation in the
US, cleaning 2,000 dresses every hour.

Chic by Choice
Chic by Choice is a UK-based counterpart to Rent the
Runway. Chic by Choice purchases premium brands from the
wholesale channel, rents them multiple times and resells
them on consignment websites such as Vestiaire Collective
and The RealReal. Chic by Choice ships throughout the UK
and to more than 15 European markets, including France,
Italy and Germany. The company offers items from more than
40 high-end designers.
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Le Tote
San Francisco–based Le Tote offers a member service option
that allows customers to rent a broad selection of apparel
and accessories for US$59 a month. Available brands include
Nike, Lucky Brand, Vince Camuto, French Connection and
Levi’s. Le Tote also offers maternity clothing and a specialized
maternity subscription.

Girl Meets Dress
UK-based dress rental company Girl Meets Dress offers styles
from more than 150 designers. Customers can rent dresses
for two or seven nights and can choose up to three dresses
to try on. The company has opened its first showroom, in
Battersea, London. The company’s website states that Girl
Meets Dress is seeking further investment funding.

GlamCorner
GlamCorner is an Australian online rental service for special
occasion dresses. The company offers a collection of more
than 1,500 dresses from over 100 acclaimed international
and local designers, as well as accessories and footwear.
Renters can borrow dresses for four or eight days and
accidental damage insurance is available. The startup
currently has sales of over A$1 million annually and expects
to increase its sales to A$3 million. GlamCorner has raised
A$1.3 million in investment funding to date.
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New York–based Armarium was established in April 2016.
The company offers an app-based rental platform for
women’s luxury apparel, footwear and accessories. Items can
be rented at close to one-tenth their cost at retail. Armarium
rents statement pieces and special occasion items at high
price points, with most dress rentals costing around US$500
for four days, so the concept appeals to those who can afford
designer brands but would like to increase the variety of their
wardrobes. Armarium has established a new partnership with
online luxury marketplace Yoox Net-A-Porter and also has a
brick-and-mortar showroom in New York.
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Armarium
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LSwop
LSwop (Luxury Swop) is an online pure play luxury sneaker
rental service for men. The company operates on a monthly
subscription business model and sneakers can be rented for
one to four days. Customers can rent one pair a month for
US$150, two pairs for US$250 and three pairs for US$350.
LSwop offers luxury sneakers from Tom Ford, Christian
Louboutin, Balmain, Givenchy and Rick Owens, among
others, which are typically priced at $800–$1,000. According
to the company’s founder, no sneakers are rented out more
than two times and membership subscribers can purchase
sneakers at a discounted price. This fall, the company set up a
temporary pop-up store in New York’s Soho neighborhood.

The Black Tux
The Black Tux is an online rental service for formal and
special occasion menswear. The company’s business model is
similar to Rent the Runway’s. The Black Tux rents affordable
suits, tuxedos and accessories, offering a simple selection of
five classic styles—three tuxedos and two suits. The company
rents each item an average of 15 times before removing it
from service. The Black Tux claims that competitor tuxedo
rental services such as Men’s Wearhouse rent the same item
40 to 80 times before retiring it. The company has raised
US$10 million in investment funding to date.

Generation Tux
Founded in 2014 by the founder and former CEO of Men’s
Wearhouse, Generation Tux is an online suit and tuxedo
rental business. The company has 25,000 weekly visitors
and has generated more than US$1 million in sales to date.
The company believes that suit rental is the next big growth
opportunity.
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Style Lend
New York–based Style Lend is an online peer-to-peer rental
marketplace that provides apparel swapping/rental services.
The company was founded in 2014. Consumers browse
through renters’ digital closets to choose items from Chanel,
Saint Laurent, Valentino, Givenchy, Balmain, BCBG and many
other popular and emerging designers. Prices vary based on
dress and designer. Items are delivered within hours in New
York and in two to three hours outside the city. Renters can
keep the pieces for seven to 14 days. In the US, Style Lend
requires owners to send in items they want to rent out, and
the company stores and handles delivery and dry cleaning,
much like a traditional rental company.

Gwynnie Bee
US-based Gwynnie Bee offers online women’s plus-size
fashion rentals by subscription, targeting professional women
ages 28–45. Gwynnie Bee offers women’s clothing rentals
in sizes 10–32 from more than 190 brands, including ASOS.
Since 2012, the company has increased sales by 10%–15%
annually, becoming one of the largest purchasers in plus-size
fashion. By 2015, the company had shipped more than 3
million subscription boxes.
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Moss Bros is a UK-based men’s formalwear retailer that sells
suits, tuxedos and associated formal and professional wear
accessories. Although the company has a brick-and-mortar
presence, with 125 stores in the UK, it recently announced
that it will put greater focus and investment toward its
suit rental service, with the aim of boosting growth in the
category. The rebranding targets young consumers who
will rent suits for job interviews and other everyday events,
instead of just for weddings and black tie events.
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Moss Bros
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Borrow For Your Bump
US-based Borrow For Your Bump is an online maternity wear
rental service. The company provides a onetime dress rental
and/or a subscription box service for various maternity items.
For US$99, renters can borrow four items for 30 days.

RentoMojo
Bangalore-based online furniture rental company RentoMojo
was founded in 2014. RentoMojo offers online rental services
for furniture, appliances, trekking equipment and bikes. The
company has been growing at 30% month over month and
has a presence in Delhi, Mumbai, Pune and Bangalore. The
startup has raised US$7 million in investment funding to date.

Furlenco
Furlenco is another Indian startup that rents furniture and
home décor packages, which are delivered and set up within
72 hours. The company operates in Pune, Mumbai and
Bangalore. Furlenco has raised US$6 million in investment
funding.
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Rental models allow customers to borrow items for a set
time period, typically at a meaningful discount to retail.
Rental companies provide product accessibility by offering
aspirational, discounted designer products to a broad
audience that might otherwise not be able to afford them.
Apparel rental is more geared toward special occasion
apparel and formalwear due to the infrequent usage but high
value of such clothing. Millennials in particular appear to like
the option of renting a trendy but inexpensive dress or an
expensive designer gown rather than buying one.
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As the sharing economy for all kinds of goods and services
has rapidly expanded, we have witnessed a proliferation of
online apparel and furniture rental startups and peer-sharing
platforms for apparel.
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Key Takeaways
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Smart Fabrics:
The Future Of Apparel?
1) In this report, we provide an overview
of the smart fabrics market and
identify two main segments within
the industry, nanofabrics, which are
textiles with special properties that
are created using nanotechnology,
and connected fabrics, which have
embedded digital technology.
2) Apparel and footwear made with
smart fabrics still represent a
niche part of the overall market.
However, it is a growing segment and
represents an opportunity for apparel
manufacturers and retailers.
3) Smart fabric technology is versatile
and can find applications in a number
of industries. In this report, we
highlight examples of nanofabrics
and connected fabrics in fashion and
sportswear.
4) We also evaluate whether smart
fabrics have the potential to become
the future of apparel based on two
criteria: their ability to solve genuine
problems and add real convenience,
and their resilience in the face of
competing technologies. In our view,
nanofabrics hold more potential in
these areas than connected fabrics do.
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Executive Summary
In this report, we analyze the smart fabrics market. Smart
fabrics are textiles with embedded technology that enables
the clothing made from them either to perform functions
that regular garments cannot perform or to have special
characteristics that regular clothing does not have. We focus
on two segments within smart fabrics:
• Nanofabrics are smart fabrics manufactured with the
use of nanotechnology. Nanoparticles are embedded in
regular fabrics to enhance or give new properties to the
material. For instance, integrating silver nanoparticles
into garments can make them odor-resistant. Other
nanotechnology applications can make textiles stainresistant and waterproof.
• Connected fabrics are smart fabrics that incorporate
digital technology. The technology is usually employed
in sportswear, and it often takes the form of sensors
embedded in the fabrics along with a core that collects
the information from the sensors and then transmits it
to another device, such as a mobile phone or tablet, for
visualization and analysis. This system allows wearers of
connected garments to track their athletic performance
by collecting and analyzing biometric data during
workouts.
Currently, the smart fabrics category is still a niche segment
within the overall apparel and footwear market. However,
it is growing, and it represents an opportunity for apparel
manufacturers and retailers. The smart fabrics category is
expected to grow at a double-digit rate in the next few years,
according to our analysis of data from MarketsandMarkets.
This is well ahead of the broader apparel and footwear
market.
Smart fabrics are versatile and manufacturers are finding
applications for them in a number of industries, including
transportation, military, healthcare, fitness, and sportswear
and fashion. In this report, we provide a number of examples
of nanofabrics and connected fabrics in fashion and
sportswear. We also assess the future prospects of smart
fabric technology according to two criteria:
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2. Its resilience versus possible competing technologies.
In our view, the two main smart fabric segments have
different prospects, as nanofabrics better meet these two
criteria than connected fabrics do—but cost is a common
obstacle to the mainstream adoption of both.

Introduction
In this report, we provide an overview of the smart fabrics
market. We define the smart fabrics categories, provide
an assessment of the size and growth of the market,
list the potential applications of such fabrics in different
industries, and highlight examples of the technology being
used in apparel and sportswear. Finally, we assess the
future prospects of smart fabrics and analyze whether the
technology is here to stay or if it will be overtaken by other,
more innovative technologies.
There are two main segments in smart fabrics. The first
is nanofabrics, which are materials manufactured with
nanoparticles. Different kinds of nanoparticles can give
fabrics waterproof, stain-resistant or odor-resistant
properties without changing the texture and feel of the
textile. The second segment is connected fabrics, which are
fabrics embedded with digital technology. Sportswear that
incorporates connected fabrics enables users to monitor
and measure their biometric signals in order to analyze their
athletic performance.
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1. Its ability to solve genuine problems and add real
convenience.
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Defining Smart Fabrics
Smart fabrics are textiles with embedded technology.
The technological content enables clothing made with
smart fabrics to perform functions that regular garments
cannot or to have properties that regular garments do not
have. In this report, we divide smart fabrics in two main
categories: nanofabrics, which employ nanotechnology,
and connected fabrics, which are embedded with digital
technology. Nanotechnology is a term that refers to science,
engineering or technology that is conducted at nanoscale.
(For a more structured definition and in-depth discussion of
nanotechnology, see our 2015 report Nanotechnology: The
Next Small Thing.)
Synthetic fabrics with special properties have been around
for years. For instance, Teflon—a polymer that is used in
clothing and other products to repel water and oil—was
invented in 1938. Gore-Tex—a polymer that is layered
together with regular fabric to makes a waterproof,
breathable fabric membrane—was invented in 1969.
However, fabrics made with these polymers are not
embedded with nanotechnology or digital technology and,
so, are not defined as smart fabrics in our report.

Nanofabrics: New Properties Without Compromising
the Original Fabric
Nanotechnology is embedded in regular fabrics to create
nanofabrics, which have special features but retain
the properties of the original textile. By employing
nanotechnology in textile production, manufacturers are
able to make their products more innovative. For instance,
fabrics embedded with silver nanoparticles have antibacterial
properties. Manufacturers employ different types of
nanotechnology to produce waterproof, stain-repellent,
odor-resistant and antibacterial fabrics.
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• Nanowhiskers: these filaments enable fabric to become
waterproof and stain-proof by preventing the absorption
of liquids and oils.
• Silver nanoparticles: these particles kill the bacteria
responsible for odors.
• Nanopores: these are tiny holes that allow transpiration
without letting external agents through the fabrics.

Connected Fabrics: The Future of Wearable
Technology
Connected fabrics are those embedded with wearable
technology. Clothing made with connected fabrics has the
ability to connect to other devices, such as smartphones and
tablets. The technology is usually applied to sportswear to
enable wearers to track their athletic performance.
In our report The Disruptors of Sports: Smart Sports
Equipment, we discussed US sportswear company Under
Armour’s 2016 launch of its HealthBox connected-fitness
system, a tracker that connects with all other Under Armour
smart wearables and devices. The system is a combination
of wearable devices, including a wristband and chest strap,
but does not include any garment with embedded fitnesstracking technology. However, the company has indicated
that it sees the future of wearables moving from dedicated
connected devices to smart clothing with embedded tracking
functions. Garments made with connected fabrics do not
require the wearer to use a dedicated gadget in order to
collect and analyze fitness data and, so, are more convenient
for the wearer.
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Integrating composite fabrics with nanoparticles enables
the fabrics to exhibit the properties described above
without significant changes to the fabrics’ weight, texture or
thickness. Examples of nanotechnology applications in fabric
manufacturing include:
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Figure 1. Under Armour’s Evolution of Connected Fitness

Source: Underarmour

Connected fabrics have the potential to make smart
accessories obsolete. This is a recurring theme in consumer
electronics. For example, consumers used MP3 players in
tandem with mobile phones, but as smartphone technology
progressed to incorporate further music storage and fileplaying features, MP3 players became redundant. We expect
to see the same trend as connected clothing incorporates
more functions currently performed by smart accessories
such as fitness trackers.
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The smart fabrics market is still small, but it is growing rapidly
and presents significant opportunities for business expansion
for apparel and sportswear manufacturers and retailers.
Research company MarketsandMarkets estimated the global
smart fabrics market to be worth US$1.2 billion in 2015. This
equates to less than 0.1% of the total global apparel and
footwear market value of US$1,646.8 billion recorded by
Euromonitor International for 2015.
According to trade association Industrial Fabrics Association
International, the global market for smart fabrics grew by
18% from 2012 through 2015, and MarketsandMarkets
estimates that it will grow to US$2 billion by 2018. According
to our calculations, that equates to a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 18.6%. By way of comparison,
Euromonitor expects the world’s apparel and footwear
market to grow at a CAGR of just 5.0% during the same
period.
Figure 2. Estimated Global Smart Fabrics Market Value: 2015–2018 (USD Bil.)

Source: MarketsandMarkets
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Still A Small Market, But Growing Fast
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There are already a number of examples of how the smart
fabrics segment can generate significant business for apparel
manufacturers and retailers. In 2003, Japanese retailer
Uniqlo launched the Heattech line, which features apparel
made with a moisture-absorbing, bio-warming textile that
transforms the body’s natural perspiration into heat. The
fabric was created by Japanese chemical company Toray,
which supplies the retailer with the high performance
material.
Uniqlo and Toray signed an initial five-year agreement in
2011, which generated ¥800 billion (US$8.5 billion) in the
supply of Heattech fabric to Uniqlo, more than double
the initial target of ¥400 billion (US$4.2 billion). The two
companies announced their next five-year agreement in
2015; this time, Toray aims to supply Uniqlo with ¥1 trillion
(US$9.7 billion) of material.

Versatility Of Smart Fabrics
Smart fabrics are being used in many industries besides
apparel and sportswear. According to the Industrial Fabrics
Association International, the transportation sector is the
largest user of smart fabrics, followed by the military and
government. Applications in sports and fitness account for
17% of the smart fabrics market, and the fabrics are also
being used in healthcare.
• Transportation: Within the transportation industry,
smart fabrics are mainly being used in the manufacture
of vehicle interiors, such as in smart seat belts and seats.
A European Union project called Harken is developing a
seat belt and car seat that measure a driver’s vital signs
in order to detect drowsiness and alert the driver if
those signals emerge.
• Military: The US Department of Defense announced a
plan to invest US$75 million in research on wearable
technology undertaken by the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. The technology may be used to make
uniforms sensitive to light, in order to enable the
detection of lasers, or to create thermal body maps to
identify injuries even when soldiers cannot report them.
• Fitness apparel and sportswear: Athletic apparel
and sportswear made with smart fabrics embedded
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• Fashion: In fashion, smart fabrics are used to enhance
the performance or functionality of a garment or to
improve or change its appearance. Examples include
clothes that can charge the battery of the wearer’s
smartphone, clothes that incorporate nanotechnology
that makes them stain-resistant and clothes that can
change color according to external factors.
• Healthcare: Smart fabrics can be used in healthcare
to help prevent injuries related to muscular stress or
poor posture. In hospitals, smart fabrics can be used
in mattresses, sheets and pillowcases to enable the
recording and analysis of patients’ health, and in hospital
gowns that can monitor the wearer’s heart rate, blood
pressure and pulse.
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with sensors can measure athletes’ performance
and even help prevent injuries via data analytics.
Smart athleticwear can be connected to smart sports
equipment as part of the Internet of Things (IoT). We
analyzed this segment in depth in our 2016 report The
Disruptors of Sports: Smart Sports Equipment.
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Applications In Apparel
Smart fabrics find many applications in apparel. The smart
apparel segment is still at an early stage of adoption—
clothing made with connected fabrics and nanofabrics has
yet to become mainstream—but there are already a number
of smart fabrics available, and they hold much potential
within the industry. Below, we highlight a number of smart
fabrics and discuss how they are being used in apparel and
footwear.

Stain-Resistant Fabrics: Dropel and Induo
Dropel is a New York–based startup that has launched fabrics
that incorporate invisible hydrophobic polymers into cotton
to create a protective layer that makes clothing water- and
stain-resistant. The smart fabrics retain the natural texture
and feel of traditional fabrics. The formulation also enables
fabrics to minimize odors and maintain breathability.
Figure 3. Dropel Fabrics

Source: DropelFabrics
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Figure 4. Induo

Source: Induo.co.uk

Nanoparticles: Scough and Adidas
Scough is a US–based company that has created stylish
scarves made with smart fabrics that help protect the wearer
from bacteria and pollution. The fabric contains activated
carbon impregnated with silver nanoparticles. The activated
carbon filters out pollution, while the silver nanoparticles kill
germs and bacteria.
Figure 5. Scough

Source: WearaScough
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Induo, a company we met at a startup event in London,
also launched a smart fabric with water- and stain-resistant
properties. The firm, based in Paris, produces a coated fabric
that repels oils and water and it manufactures shirts made
with the special textile.
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In 2014, Adidas launched Climachill, a sportswear collection
that includes T-shirts and shorts made with smart fabrics that
have embedded titanium and aluminum particles, which help
to cool down the wearer’s body temperature. The particles
are activated by the wearer’s body heat, so the cooling
sensation occurs only during periods of activity. The silver
particles also kill bacteria and make the fabric odor-resistant.
Figure 6. Adidas Climachill Tee

Source: Adidas

Wearable Technology: OMsignal and Athos
The OMbra and Athos garments are examples of wearable
technology being embedded into sports apparel. The
OMbra is a smart sports bra launched by Canadian company
OMsignal. The bra tracks the wearer’s body signals, such
as heart rate, breathing rate and calories burned, thanks to
a sensor box embedded in the garment. The data is then
transmitted to the OMsignal mobile app for visualization.
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Source: OMsignal

The system promises to deliver a more accurate tracking
of body metrics than other wearable devices because the
sensor lays close to the wearer’s body and to the vital organs.
Thanks to the precision of the metrics collected, the app
is able to provide the user with more personal coaching
assistance.
The company will soon launch the OMshirt, a connected
running T-shirt aimed at male runners that works the same
way as the OMbra.
Figure 7. OMbra

Source: OMsignal
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US fitness apparel startup Athos launched a line of
sportswear that records the wearer’s body metrics in
order to help optimize training. The garments contain
integrated sensors that track the signals of how the muscles
work; a core and sensors that capture body signals using
electromyography technology are embedded in the clothing.
These signals are then transferred via Bluetooth to an
app on the user’s smartphone that enables the real-time
visualization and analysis of the muscles worked and the
intensity of the workout.
Figure 8. Athos Smart Fitness Apparel

Source: LiveAthos
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Below, we highlight selected companies that have created
smart or connected fabrics.
Figure 9. Selected Smart Fabrics Companies
Company

Description

Website

International Fashion
Machine

Makes electronic textiles with
conductive materials incorporated directly into the fabrics.

www.ifmachines.com/
index.html

Spiber

Manufacturer of spider silk, a
very resistant protein based
fabrics.

www.spiber.jp/en/endeavor

BASF

Has a comprehensive portfolio
of innovative fabrics

www.basf.com/en/products-and-industries/textile-leather-and-footwear.
html

AiQ Smart Clothing

Integrates stainless steel yarns
and threads directly into clothing, creating fashionable, functional, lightweight, washable
and easy-to-use products

www.aiqsmartclothing.
com/

Crailar FTI

Makes a flax fiber that looks
and feels almost identical to
cotton, but which requires
fewer chemicals and less water
to produce

www.crailar-fti.com/

Odegon Technologies

Makes nanofabrics that absorb
unwanted odors

www.odegon.com

Nanex

Makes an aerosol nanotechnology coating that help to
protect clothing against stains
and water

www.nanexcompany.com

Speedo

Makes Fastskin fabric, which is
www.speedo.co.uk/techused in swimsuits to simulate
nology/fastskin
the texture of sharkskin; it
increases a swimmer’s speed by
reducing drag through water

Source: Company websites/Fung Global Retail & Technology
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Other Smart Fabrics and Connected Fabrics
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Figure 10. Selected Connected Fabrics Companies
Company

Description

Website

Myzone

Makes a sports bra and chest strap
that track body signals, including
heart rate; designed to improve
fitness training

www.myzone.org

Tommy Hilfiger

Makes solar-powered jackets that can
charge smartphones

www.cnet.com/uk/news/
tommy-hilfiger-launchessolar-power-jackets-tocharge-your-phone/

Joe’s Jeans

Makes jeans with a special pocket for
charging smartphones

www.digitaltrends.com/
mobile/joes-hello-jeanscharge-iphone

Sensoria

Manufacturer of connected sports
apparel.

www.sensoriafitness.com

NuMetrex

Makes garments with heart-rate-mon- www.numetrex.com
itoring technology knitted directly into
the fabric

Visijax

Makes the world’s first LED cycling
jacket with high-visibility LEDs and
motion-activated turn signals

www.visijax.com

Footlogger

Makes sensors embedded in shoes
insoles to track the wearer’s performance

www.footlogger.com

Hexoskin

Manufactures high-end sportswear
that monitors heart rate and other
body metrics

www.hexoskin.com

Ralph Lauren

The company’s PoloTech Shirt collects
and transmits real-time workout data
to an iPhone or Apple Watch

press.ralphlauren.com/
polotech
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Description

Website

Owlet

Makes smart baby socks that detect
babies’ body signals

www.owletcare.com

Mimo

The Mimo Smart Baby Movement
Monitor uses a smart, washable crib
sheet to collect data on a baby’s sleep
activity and movement, which is sent
to a parent’s smartphone or tablet

mimobaby.com

Clothing+

Manufactures smart textiles that
www.clothingplus.com/
combine durability, easy maintenance, index.php
a refined process and full technical
testing

Nieuwe Heren

Makes a jacket with a sensor that registers hazardous molecules in the air

www.nieuweheren.com/
project/aegisparka

Source: Company websites/Fung Global Retail & Technology

Are Smart Fabrics Here To Stay?
The smart fabrics market is expected to grow at a doubledigit rate in the next few years, according to our analysis
of data from MarketsandMarkets. That growth, while
impressive, would be from a very low base, as smart fabrics
remain a niche segment of the apparel market. But are
smart fabrics going to become mainstream? Or will they be
overtaken by other technologies?
In our 2015 publication The Wearables Report: The
Intersection of Tech and Fashion, we highlighted two criteria
that wearable devices need to satisfy in order to achieve
longevity:
1. Ability to solve a genuine problem or add real
convenience.
2. Resiliency in the face of potential competing
technologies.
The first criterion helps us analyze whether smart fabrics
actually respond to consumers’ needs better than
conventional products do, while the second helps us estimate
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Company
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whether a new technology—or a new application of an
existing technology—is likely to replace smart fabrics or
connected garments in the long run.
We assessed nanofabrics and connected fabrics separately
against the two criteria above, and we think that nanofabrics
respond well to both. Nanofabrics provide better
performance than conventional fabrics do, given that they
provide waterproof, stain-proof or odor-resistant properties.
The technology also has an edge over older products such
as Teflon and Gore-Tex because nanoparticles—which are
embedded in cotton, wool or other materials—do not
alter the natural texture and feel of the original fabric.
Therefore, we do not foresee another technology overtaking
nanofabrics in the near future.

Connected fabrics also respond well to the two criteria, but
we see scope for further improvement in these fabrics.
Connected fabrics do provide extra convenience compared
with wearable technology accessories, as they function both
as sportswear and as biometric data collectors. Moreover,
their precision is greater, since the embedded sensors in
connected fabrics often lie closer to the central part of the
body and its vital organs than, say, a wristband does. One
drawback compared with nanofabrics is that the number of
users who will be interested in recording their biometrics or
workout statistics is likely to be far lower than the number
attracted by features such as water resistance, which
nanofabrics can provide.
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So, the emergence of a new technology that measures
biometrics without the impracticalities associated with
connected fabrics could make the category obsolete. Such
technology could take the form of a noninvasive device—
such as a sticker or a temporary tattoo—that can be applied
directly to the wearer’s body and then thrown away after a
workout.
Finally, cost still represents a barrier to the mass-market
adoption of both nanofabrics and connected fabrics.
Traditional products are still much cheaper. Moreover,
the rise of affordable fast fashion in the last few years
has changed consumer behavior and made mainstream
consumers increasingly reluctant to spend on apparel with
high price tags.
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As we highlighted in The Wearables Report: The Intersection
of Tech and Fashion, we still see scope for improvement in
terms of convenience with connected fabrics. As most users
wash their sportswear items after each workout, users of
connected sports gear may need more than one piece of
the same item in order to be able to alternate wearings
and guarantee constant measurement of their athletic
performance across frequent workouts.
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Luxury E-Commerce
Evolution
1) We are witnessing the proliferation
of online multibrand retailers and
aspirational fashion platforms.
These companies provide global
infrastructure and distribution for
luxury brands such as Yoox Net-APorter, Matchesfashion.com, Farfetch
and Mytheresa.com.
2) The strong growth of online pure-play
luxury retailers has demonstrated that
shoppers are keen to purchase luxury
goods online.
3) The growth in online luxury shopping
is poised to continue. For a challenged
and sluggish luxury goods sector,
e-commerce has emerged as an
important growth engine.
4) Multibrand online retailers are taking
share from US department stores such
as Neiman Marcus, Saks Fifth Avenue,
Bloomingdale’s and Nordstrom.
5) The luxury goods sector was slow to
expand into e-commerce, but now
players are vying for a share of the
fast-growing online luxury market.
E-commerce is the fastest-growing
distribution channel globally for luxury
goods. McKinsey & Company forecasts
that e-commerce will account for 18%
of total luxury sales in 2025, up from
8% in 2016.
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Executive Summary
In this report, we examine the rise of luxury goods retailers
such as Yoox Net-A-Porter, Matchesfashion.com and Farfetch
that operate as multibrand online pure plays. Milan-based
Yoox Net-A-Porter, in particular, has been a trailblazer in
the space. The company operates multibrand in-season
and off-price outlet stores through four websites as well as
monobrand store websites for 41 luxury goods brands.
Sales and other key performance indicators for online pureplay luxury goods retailers have been growing robustly. Yoox
Net-A-Porter reported that its fiscal year 2016 organic sales
increased by 18% year over year, to €1.9 billion. The company
expects its fiscal 2017 revenues to increase by 17%–20% year
over year. London-based Matchesfashion.com reported that
its sales increased by 61% year over year in its latest fiscal
year.
We have identified 10 key factors behind the rise and
continued robust growth of luxury goods retailers that
operate as multibrand online pure plays:
1. Endless Product Choice
2. Ever-Improving Logistics and Delivery Services
3. Luxury Sector Was Slow to Expand into E-Commerce
4. Luxury Goods Democracy
5. Immune to Amazon…So Far
6. Digital Service and Marketing
7. Luxury Consumers Are Embracing Digital
8. Brick-and-Mortar Luxury Sector Is Struggling
9. Brands Turn to Multibrand E-Commerce to Tap Online
Growth
10.US Department Store Woes
We believe that online luxury retailers will continue to see
strong growth. McKinsey & Company forecasts that online
sales will constitute 18% of total luxury sales in 2025, up from
8% in 2016. However, future competition and consolidation
activity in the online luxury sector will only increase. Scale
will be important, so there will be room for only several
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Introduction
In this report, we examine the rise of multibrand, online
pure-play luxury goods retailers. We identify key players
in the space and discuss their performance and business
models. We also identify 10 factors that support the
growth of these retailers and analyze the impact of growing
competition in the online luxury goods space. Finally,
we analyze LVMH’s move to launch its own multibrand
e-commerce portal.

Source: lvmh.com
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The luxury sector was slow to expand into e-commerce,
but now players are vying for a share of the fast-growing
online market. Global luxury goods company LVMH
recently announced that it will launch its own multibrand
e-commerce portal, which will feature all 70 of its brands on
one site, in May. The portal will also offer labels that are not
owned by LVMH. If more luxury retailers follow this path, and
focus on their own platforms, it will come at the expense of
long-standing multibrand pure plays.

Luxury E-Commerce Evolution

major players in the market. Economies of scale in customer
acquisition and retention, as well as brand relationships and
logistics and marketing efficiency, will become increasingly
important. Sales growth in the overall luxury goods sector
will mainly be achieved through market share gains and
online sales. Past revenue drivers—such as store expansion,
price increases and new developing-market penetration—will
present only limited opportunities.
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The Rise of Luxury Multibrand Online
Pure Plays
We have witnessed tremendous growth among online
multibrand retailers and fashion platforms such as Yoox NetA-Porter, Mytheresa.com, Matchesfashion.com, Farfetch,
Garmentory and Lyst. These companies ship goods to most
countries around the globe. We introduce these retailers in
the table below.

Figure 1. Selected Luxury Multibrand Online Pure Plays
Name

Headquarters Year
Shipping Boutiques Designers/ Annual
Founded Countries
Brands
Sales

Yoox Net-APorter

Milan

2000

180

N/A

N/A

€1.9 Bil. €2.9 Bil.

Matchesfashion.
com

London

2000

190

N/A

450

£204
Mil.

£300 Mil.

Mytheresa.com

Munich

2006

120+

N/A

180

€129
Mil.*

N/A

Farfetch

London

2008

190+

500

1,600+

£302
Mil.**

$1.5 Bil.

Garmentory

Seattle

2014

N/A

300+

2,000+

N/A

N/A

Lyst

London

2011

150+

11,500

11,500

$150
Mil.

N/A

* At time of acquisition by Neiman Marcus in September 2014
** Gross merchandise value for fiscal year 2015, ended December 31, 2015
Source: S&P Capital IQ/company reports/Companies House/Financial Times/TechCrunch.com

Multibrand Online Retailer Model
Multibrand online retailers operate as traditional retailers in
the sense that they purchase selected pieces from brands
and designer collections and resell them on their websites.
Although Yoox Net-A-Porter operates virtual monobrand
stores for 41 luxury brands, the company generates 90% of its
revenues via its multibrand online stores, which, in essence,
are virtual department stores. Yoox Net-A-Porter operates
four proprietary regular price and off-price multibrand sites:
Net-A-Porter, Mr Porter, Yoox and The Outnet.
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Valuation

Matchesfashion.com and Mytheresa.com operate business
platform models that are similar to Yoox Net-A-Porter’s.

Source: mytheresa.com
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Figure 2. Yoox Net-A-Porter: FY16 Revenues by Business Segment (%)
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Online Boutique/Marketplace Model
Online boutiques and marketplaces act as aggregating
platforms, which allow shoppers to browse hundreds of
styles from third-party stores and designers. The platform
operator does not purchase inventory and, so, incurs no
inventory risk. The model allows smaller boutiques and
designers to scale, thereby reaching a much wider customer
base and increasing sales.
• The Farfetch platform enables independently owned
boutiques that have small teams and limited technology
resources to leverage e-commerce and distribute their
products globally.
• Seattle-based Garmentory works with boutiques and
small designers to help them clear excess inventory
without taking big markdowns by selling that inventory
online to a global audience.
• Even media content providers are moving into
merchandise e-commerce, in order to offset dwindling
subscriber numbers and advertising revenues. For
example, Vogue publisher Condé Nast has relaunched
its former runway review site in the form of a curated
luxury marketplace called Style.com.

Luxury Online Pure Plays’ Sales Are On
Fire
• Yoox Net-A-Porter is a trailblazer in online luxury.
The company operates three e-commerce business
segments: multibrand in-season stores (Net-A-Porter
and Mr Porter), multibrand off-season stores that
sell outlet items (Yoox and The Outnet) and flagship
stores. The latter division designs and manages 41
monobrand websites for partner luxury goods brands;
these include Moncler.com, Armani.com, Valentino.com
and Chloe.com. The division is also in a joint venture to
power Kering sites, including BottegaVeneta.com and
StellaMcCartney.com. Yoox Net-A-Porter continues to
add brands to its full-price on- and off-season offering.
The company is also planning to launch a private-label
business in the fourth quarter of 2017.
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Yoox Net-A-Porter reported an 18% year-over-year
organic sales increase, to €1.9 billion, for its fiscal year
2016, ended December 31. The company increased its
monthly client base by 8%, to 28.8 million, and orders
increased by 18% year over year, to 8.4 million. The
company guided for 17%–20% year-over-year revenue
growth in fiscal 2017. Analysts have a similarly bullish
sales outlook for the company for the next few years.
Figure 4. Yoox Net-A-Porter: 2016 Revenue Growth and Consensus Revenue Growth
Estimates (%)

Source: S&P Capital IQ/company reports
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Figure 3. Yoox Net-A-Porter: FY16 Revenues by Business Segment (EUR Mil.)
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• Privately owned Matchesfashion.com, which is based in
London, reported that its online sales increased by 61%
year over year, to £204 million, in the fiscal year ended
January 31, 2017. Matchesfashion generates 95% of its
sales online and 80% of sales are made outside of the UK
market. Client average transaction spend increased 14%
to £511 in FY16.
• The Farfetch website receives more than 10 million
visitors each month, and the company grew gross
merchandise value by 70% year over year in the fiscal
year ended December 31, 2015.
We believe that these and other online luxury retailers will
continue to see strong growth.

Why Are Multibrand Online Luxury
Retailers Growing So Fast?
We have identified 10 key factors that are supporting the rise
and continued growth of luxury multibrand pure plays:

1. Endless Product Choice
E-commerce offers unparalleled product choice from
established designer names, emerging brands and
independent boutiques. Some designers and boutiques
distribute exclusively through particular platforms or create
exclusive capsule collections for certain sites. E-commerce
retail and marketplace sites offer:
• Curated and edited product content, with the best
pieces from brand collections.
• Handpicked selections of the best brands and looks in
the world, regardless of place of origin.
• Newness and choice. For instance, Matchesfashion.com
features 1,400 new items on its site each week as well as
limited-run capsule collections.
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2. Ever-Improving Logistics and Delivery Services
Global shipping and delivery options are continuously
improving and multiple players now provide same-day
delivery in large cities. Luxury online pure plays provide fast,
simple and free returns and exchanges for the most part.
Luxury customers have high expectations with regard to
e-commerce delivery; fast shipping, packaging and tracking
are considered paramount.
• Mytheresa.com delivers within 72 hours to more than
120 countries worldwide.
• Matchesfashion.com delivers within 90 minutes in
London.
• Farfetch offers same-day delivery in 10 major cities
across the globe.
• Yoox Net-A-Porter has rolled out pickup and drop-off
points in several European cities and continues to roll
out omnichannel functionalities to its clients’ online
flagship stores. These services include click-from-store,
in-store pickup and return, and the ability to check instore availability online.

3. Luxury Sector Was Slow to Expand into
E-Commerce
Luxury brands traditionally have been wary of e-commerce
due to the lack of control brands have over the selling
environment, pricing and quality on third-party platforms.
Consequently, a number of luxury brands were slow to
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Source: matchesfashion.com
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embrace e-commerce, initially dipping their toe in the
waters by partnering with Yoox Net-A-Porter. This means the
current, rapid growth we are seeing is from a small base, as
luxury retail is playing catch-up with mass-market retail in
e-commerce.

Source: ynap.com

4. Luxury Goods Democracy
Multibrand pure plays are a great distribution channel
for emerging brands and designers. E-commerce levels
the competitive playing field between industry players of
different sizes, as it enables smaller luxury goods brands to
reach a wide audience and enjoy the economies of scale that
larger brands enjoy.

5. Immune to Amazon…So Far
Unlike the majority of discount and midprice retailers and
brands around the world, luxury multibrand online pure plays
have so far been largely insulated from Amazon’s threat in
fashion retailing, which has allowed them to flourish.
• Luxury goods retailers have been quick to dismiss
Amazon as a wholesale partner due to discounting and
counterfeiting concerns, instead preferring to distribute
products through dedicated luxury multibrand pure
plays such as Yoox Net-A-Porter.
• Luxury goods companies also claim that Amazon is not
the appropriate distribution channel for expensive and
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• In time, however, Amazon may figure out how to make
its offering work with the luxury business.

6. Digital Service and Marketing
E-commerce is benefiting from stronger precision marketing
and personalization capabilities. Examples of increased online
personalization include the following:
• Matchesfashion.com offers 24/7 advice through
MyStylist, the company’s dedicated fashion concierge
team.
• Mr Porter is launching an Apple TV app devoted to
its video content. The first-of-its-kind shoppable app
enables users to shop the looks they see on-screen as
they watch on their mobile device.
• Yoox Net-A-Porter is developing a messaging technology
to allow certain high-spending customers to purchase
products directly through WhatsApp. Yoox Net-APorter’s personal shoppers already communicate with
top clients via the text-messaging service, and the
company will become one of the first Western retailers
to use WhatsApp to sell directly to customers. NetA-Porter’s mobile customers place more than double
the number of orders as its desktop customers, and
those mobile purchases, on average, are about twice as
valuable.
• Lyst uses algorithms to personalize visitor experiences,
suggesting new items for customers based on their prior
purchases and showing inventory availability.
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• Luxury powerhouse LVMH has stated that it does not
believe the business of Amazon fits with luxury or with
LVMH brands. The company very recently unveiled plans
to launch its own multibrand e-commerce platform.

Luxury E-Commerce Evolution

aspirational goods, as luxury companies must preserve
their products’ scarcity and exclusivity in order to
maintain a price premium; inappropriate presentation
and uncontrolled discounting would kill the allure of
luxury items.
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7. Luxury Consumers are Embracing Digital
Initially, luxury retailers harbored concerns that their typical
customer would not be willing to purchase high-value goods
online. However, anecdotal evidence, surveys and research
have repeatedly demonstrated that luxury goods shoppers,
especially millennials, are digitally influenced and that they
embrace e-commerce, including mobile purchasing. The
multibrand online luxury retailers have capitalized on this
shift in purchasing behavior, as evidenced by their stellar
sales growth.
• According to the Boston Consulting Group (BCG), 60%
of luxury sales are digitally influenced, and in-store
purchases often follow online research. Approximately
41% of luxury customers research products and services
online and buy in brick-and-mortar stores, while
9% research products in-store and purchase online,
according to the consultancy.
Figure 5. Percentage of Digitally Influenced Luxury Goods Purchases

Base: 10,000 respondents in 10 countries
Source: BCG

The US and the UK are the most digitally mature luxury
markets: more than two-thirds of luxury customers in the
two countries either purchased their last product online
or researched it online first before purchasing it in-store,
according to BCG. Italy and France are the least digitally
mature of the established luxury markets.
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It is not just digitally-savvy millennials who are attracted to
e-commerce, though. Baby boomers are also interested in
omnichannel interactions with luxury brands.
Figure 7. Percentage of Luxury Goods Purchasers Ready for Omnichannel Interactions
Such as E-Commerce, Social Sharing and Digital In-Store Experiences

Base: 10,000 respondents in 10 countries
Source: BCG
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Base: 10,000 respondents in 10 countries
Source: BCG
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Figure 6. Percentage of Survey Respondents Who Researched Their Last Luxury
Purchase Online and Then Purchased In-Store
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8. Brick-and-Mortar Luxury Sector Is Struggling
Brick-and-mortar luxury goods sales have been challenged for
several years, and 2016 marked the worst year for the sector
since 2009, with market growth essentially flat, according
to the Altagamma Foundation, an organization committed
to increasing the competitiveness of Italian luxury goods
companies. Several factors have contributed to sluggish sales
in luxury brands’ directly operated brick-and-mortar stores
and, consequently, have made online luxury shopping a more
attractive option:

Source: altagamma.it

• Tourism spending in Europe has fallen following terrorist
attacks and the strong US dollar has impacted tourist
sales in the US. Approximately 40% of luxury goods
sales are derived from tourism. Online platforms have
benefited versus tourist sales.
• Persistently low commodity prices have affected
currencies and demand from Brazilian and Russian
tourists.
• Overexpansion and store opening saturation, especially
in Asian cities, and rising fixed costs due to escalating
real estate costs have affected the sector. Companies
have been closing some stores and opening smaller
ones.
Several prominent bellwether luxury goods companies
returned to growth in the fourth quarter of 2016. Sector
sales growth in the future will likely be much more subdued
than the double-digit annual increases seen in the 2000s.
BCG forecasts that global luxury goods sales will grow at just
2%–3% annually through 2020.
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• E-commerce is the fastest-growing distribution channel
globally for luxury goods. McKinsey & Company
forecasts that online luxury sales will total €70 billion
(£60.7 billion) by 2025, constituting 18% of total luxury
sales, up from 8% in 2016.
• The online off-price luxury goods segment is also
outperforming. In 2016, approximately 8% of luxury
goods sales were made at outlet stores, according to
global marketing agency PMX Agency.
• Luxury goods sold online are more profitable than those
sold through any traditional sales channel, according to
BCG.
• Even the luxury watch industry is moving online. Swiss
watchmakers have historically been reluctant to sell
online, but are now targeting younger consumers
through e-commerce. According to a Deloitte report,
Swiss watchmakers are pessimistic about the industry’s
prospects, and this has prompted them to shift online
in order to find buyers. Half of the watch executives
surveyed by Deloitte consider specialty e-commerce
resellers as the most important sales channel in 2017.
• French luxury goods company Kering saw its online sales
grow by more than 20% year over year in the first half
of its fiscal year 2017. Kering’s largest brand, Gucci, saw
online sales jump 19% year over year during the period.
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E-commerce still represents only a small share of total luxury
goods sales, but the channel is a key growth opportunity.
Furthermore, luxury goods companies have recognized that
market-share gains and online sales will be their main growth
drivers going forward, as past strategies of emerging-market
penetration, opening directly operated stores and hiking
prices are no longer viable. Due to their lack of experience
with digital strategies, many luxury goods retailers turned to
multibrand online retailers such as Yoox Net-A-Porter to gain
an e-commerce foothold.
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9. Brands Turn to Multibrand E-Commerce to Tap
Online Growth
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10. US Department Store Woes
High-end brick-and-mortar department stores in the US
continue to struggle, partly because online pure plays such
as Yoox Net-A-Porter are taking share. Also, in the off-price
segment, online platforms that sell off-price luxury goods are
taking share from off-price department store concepts such
as Saks Off 5th.
The US is the largest global luxury market, accounting for
32% of luxury goods revenues in 2016. Approximately 31%
of Yoox Net-A-Porter’s revenues are derived from the North
American market, making it the company’s largest geographic
market in terms of revenue.
Figure 8. Yoox Net-A-Porter: FY16 Revenues by Geographic Segment

Source: Company reports

Likewise, the US is expected to emerge as Matchesfashion’s
largest market in 2017.
• US-based high-end department store chain Neiman
Marcus, which is the parent company of Mytheresa.com,
has suffered from declining sales and losses. Neiman
Marcus’s comparable store sales declined by 7% year
over year in the first half of its fiscal year 2017, ended
January 28, 2017. In March, the company announced
that it had put itself up for sale.
• Saks Fifth Avenue’s sales increased by just 0.1% in the
fourth quarter of its fiscal year 2016, ended January 28,
2017. Comparable sales at off-price segments Saks Off
5th and Gilt decreased by 6% over the period.
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Scale will be important in online luxury retail, so there
will only be room for several major players in the market.
Economies of scale in customer acquisition and retention,
as well as brand relationships and logistics and marketing
efficiency, will become increasingly important. Sales growth
in the luxury goods sector will mainly be achieved through
market share gains, as past revenue drivers—such as store
expansion, price increases and new developing-market
penetration—now present only limited opportunity.
• Consolidation activity has increased following rising
competition. US chain Neiman Marcus acquired Munichbased Mytheresa.com in September 2014, and Milanbased Yoox merged with London-based Net-A-Porter in
March 2015. It would not be surprising to see further
consolidation in the sector going forward.
• Competition from traditional department stores, and
especially competition from luxury goods brands’ own
online stores, is also increasing.
Luxury retailers were slow to expand into e-commerce, but
now players are vying for a share of the fast-growing online
market. The luxury sector lags other consumer sectors in
terms of implementing digital technologies and strategies,
according to BCG, but it is sprinting to catch up. We are likely
to see some luxury brands internalizing their e-commerce
platforms at the expense of multibrand online pure plays.
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Competition for a Slice of the Digital Pie
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What Does the Future Hold?
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Competition Heating Up with LVMH
Portal Launch
In May, LVMH will launch its own multibrand e-commerce
portal, which will feature all 70 of its brands on one site. The
portal will also offer labels that are not owned by LVMH. The
company is the world’s largest luxury goods firm by revenue;
in fiscal 2016, ended December 31, LVMH’s group sales
increased by 5%, to €38 billion.
• The online platform will compete directly with Net-APorter, Matchesfashion.com and Farfetch, which already
wholesale several LVMH brands. The move follows
LVMH’s hiring of an Apple executive in 2015 to fill the
newly created role of Chief Digital Officer and lead the
company’s online retail expansion.
• Currently, LVMH’s 70 brands each choose their own
digital strategies, which include distributing through
Yoox Net-A-Porter or their own monobrand websites.
• This marks LVMH’s second foray into multibrand online
fashion retail; the company operated the eLuxury
platform between 2000 and 2009. When LVMH
shuttered the site, its brands introduced stand-alone
e-commerce operations.
• Some LVMH brands are working on one-day delivery,
and store assistants are encouraging customers to order
online while in-store.
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• Online luxury penetration is poised to grow from 8% in
2016 to 18% in 2025, according to McKinsey & Company.
• Luxury brands traditionally have been wary of
e-commerce due to the lack of control brands have
over the selling environment, pricing and quality on
third-party platforms. However, luxury brands are now
fully embracing digital sales. As a consequence, we
expect some brands to focus on their own e-commerce
platforms at the expense of multibrand online pure
plays.
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• We are witnessing the proliferation of online multibrand
retailers and aspirational fashion platforms—such as
Yoox Net-A-porter, Matchesfashion.com, Farfetch and
Mytheresa.com—that provide global infrastructure and
distribution for luxury brands.
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Key Takeaways
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Letting Online Apparel
Shoppers Try Before They
Buy: New Multi-Channel
Models
1) Apparel is one of the biggest
categories in e-commerce. But while
the online channel offers a convenient
way to shop, a perennial barrier to
purchase is the inability for customers
to try on items before they buy them.
2) This report showcases some new ways
online apparel retailers are allowing
their customers to try before they
buy. These include stock-free stores
from which shoppers can try on the
collection and buy online; 3D-scan
mirrors fitted in changing rooms to
help customers identify the right size;
the option to reserve products online
and try them on in-store before buying
them; and apps that enable shoppers
to virtually try on clothing and that
allow customers to have items shipped
to them to try on before paying for
them.
3) The solutions illustrated in this report
have limitations, but the retailers
offering them are helping to break
down the barriers to buying apparel
online. Models such as the stock-free
store, while not always replicable
on a large scale, can be successfully
incorporated in regular brick-andmortar stores to provide a new
generation of multi-channel outlets
that stock fewer items and encourage
people to order online.
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Executive Summary
The inability to try on clothing when shopping online is a
perennial barrier to getting consumers to buy apparel on
the Internet. This report showcases some new ways online
apparel retailers are allowing their customers to try before
they buy, including examples of retailers bridging the online/
offline gap with innovative store concepts. The companies
covered and the solutions they are offering are the following:
• Lincherie: 3D-scan mirrors fitted in stockless stores
help shoppers to identify the right size before ordering
online.
• Bonobos: A stock-free store from which customers can
try the collection on before shopping online.
• Try.com: A tech company that enables a “Try” button on
retailers’ portals, and ships the items to the shopper to
allow them to physically try them on before buying.
• Sears’s Reserve It: A service that allows customers to
reserve items online and to try them on in store before
purchasing them.
• Rebecca Minkoff and Zeekit: An app that allows
shoppers to virtually try on an item by overlapping the
photo of the customer with the garment selected.
While the solutions offered by the retailers highlighted in
this report have limits, they are all valuable ideas to improve
customers’ online shopping experiences.
We think Try.com is the solution that responds best to the
need of online apparel shoppers to try on items before
deciding whether to buy or not. However, while it can help to
drive sales for the participating retailers, the solution is also
likely to put pressure on their stock-management systems
and on their logistics, as well as add associated costs, as it
implies a higher volume of returns.
The stock-free store examples by Lincherie, Bonobos and The
Idle Man are highly innovative. However, we believe that the
pure stockless format will function mainly as a showroom in
a few, key locations for many of the retailers embracing it,
although exceptions to this trend might emerge as Bonobos’s
relatively large stockless store network suggests. This is
due to the implied limitation of not allowing customers to
physically buy items from the store.
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Apparel is one of the biggest e-commerce categories in
most mature markets. But while the online channel offers a
convenient way to shop, a perennial barrier to purchase is
the inability for customers to try on items before they buy
them.

Online retailers such as ASOS and Zalando have tried to
overcome this issue by offering convenient and free returns
policies in order to encourage consumers to shop, even if
they are unsure about the size or whether the purchase will
fit.
This report showcases some new ways online retailers are
allowing their customers to try before they buy, including
new store concepts that bring together online and offline
retailing. In the following sections, we profile new concepts
from Lincherie, Bonobos, Try.com, Sears and Rebecca
Minkoff.
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Introduction
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Nevertheless, we think that some elements of the model
could be successfully incorporated into regular stores—as
it has been at M&S Kalverstraat. This could provide a new
generation of multi-channel outlets that stock fewer items
and encourage people to order online, even when visiting the
store to touch and try on the collection.
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Lincherie Measures Your Size Once For
All
In September 2016, Lincherie, a Dutch lingerie retailer,
opened a stock-free store in Amsterdam called Lincherie
Styling Center. The store features four fitting rooms equipped
with 3D scan mirrors that take up to 140 measurements per
minute to find the perfect bra size for the customer. This
information will then be used to assist the shoppers in their
online purchases.
Once the measurements are taken, the customer can browse
the collection through tablets and speak to in-store stylists
who can recommend the best style for the client. Shoppers
can also physically try on the collection, as samples of each
item stocked by the retailer are available in store.
However, it is not possible to walk out of the store with
the purchased products. Once the customer decides which
product to buy, she can purchase it online from the tablets
available in store or through her own devices. Once the order
is processed, the item will be delivered in two days.

Source: Lincherie

Figure 1. 3D Scan Mirror at Lincherie Styling Center

Source: Lincherie
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In 2013, British retailer M&S opened a store in Kalverstraat,
Amsterdam, which looks like a forerunner to Lincherie’s
concept store. The M&S store is fitted with the world’s first
“virtual rail,” composed of physical rails holding clothing
samples and wide screens which showcase the latest
collection. Through the virtual rail, shoppers can try on the
latest collection, browse the entire collection online, buy in
store or order online through screens located in the proximity
of the virtual rail or with the assistance of style advisors
equipped with IPads.
By integrating the range in store with the full range available
online, this innovative multi-channel approach allows M&S to
showcase and offer the whole range available—either ready
to be physically purchased in store, or to be bought online
from the store—without having to stock all items all the time.

Bonobos Helps You Find The Right Fit
In A Stock-Free Store
US menswear retailer Bonobos operates brick-and-mortar
outlets where customers can try on items from the retailer’s
collection with the assistance of a Bonobo Guide, a style
assistant employed in store. Once the customer has chosen
what items to purchase, the style assistant can process the
order for him online, and it will then be delivered to them.
The concept is therefore very similar to Lincherie’s stockless
store, as the outlet does not keep stock to be sold, but only
samples to be tried on.
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Lincherie Styling Center was devised by the retailer to meet
the growing demand for online lingerie shopping and to
promote its e-commerce offering. We believe that Lincherie
Styling Center is intended as a showroom for the retailer’s
fitting service, its online store and its product range rather
than as a new format that will be replicated elsewhere. Its
presence in a prime location in Amsterdam reinforces this
impression. The 3D scan mirror technology in the fitting
rooms is already available in Lincherie’s regular stores where
customers can also buy items on the spot.
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Figure 2. Bonobos Guideshop

Source: Bonobos

British menswear pure-play Internet retailer The Idle Man
imported a similar business model to Bonobos’ guideshops
in the UK. The retailer opened a brick-and-mortar store in
London on October, 2016, to enable customers to physically
try on clothing items before buying online. Fung Global Retail
& Technology visited the store and analyzed the concept
more in-depth in the report The Idle Man Store: A MultiChannel Showroom.

Our Verdict
With its guideshops, Bonobos provides a tangible solution
to customers that are still reluctant to buy fashion online
by giving them the opportunity to try on the collection with
the assistance of a dedicated advisor. The number of outlets
that the retailer operates—at the time of writing there are
27 guideshops throughout the US—suggests that Bonobos
sees this as a real multi-channel solution and not just as a
showroom for the brand.
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Once the customer clicks on the “Try” button, the item is
ordered through Try.com. The intermediary company then
ships the item to the shopper, together with a prepaid
postage label. The customer at this stage tries on the item
at home, and returns it if it is not suitable. If the shopper
decides to keep the item, Try.com will charge the customer’s
card for the corresponding amount. Try.com makes revenue
by charging a fee to the supporting retailer. The service was
launched in 2015.
Figure 3. How The Try Button Works

Source: Try

Our Verdict
The layout of the “Try” button on the participating retailers’
pages makes the use of the service very straightforward for
the shopper, enables customers to physically try on items
without paying upfront and, at the same time, provides the
participating retailers with a service that can help to drive
sales conversions.
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Try.com is a tech company that enables customers to try on
clothes at home for free. The shopper downloads a Google
Chrome extension from the company’s website. This enables
a “Try” button on transactional portals of major retailers that
support the extension, such as J.Crew, Zara, Topshop and
Urban Outfitters.
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Try.com Lets You Try It On At Home
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Sears Shoppers Can Reserve It Before
Buying
US Department Store Sears introduced “Reserve It,” a free
service that enables customers to reserve items through the
company’s website and try them on in store. The service,
launched in November 2014, is offered to customers that are
members of Sears’s loyalty scheme called, “Shop Your Way,”
which entitles shoppers to other benefits including accessing
to exclusive deals, earning redeemable coupons and loyalty
points.
The service is similar to the buy-and-collect and reserve-andcollect services offered by many retailers; its advantage is
that, similar to try.com, there is no financial commitment by
the shopper if they simply want to try items on.
Figure 4. Sears Reserve It

Source: SEARS

Our Verdict
While not extremely innovative, the concept gives a tangible
solution to shoppers by enabling them to physically try
on clothing before buying. Moreover, Reserve It increases
footfall and the possibility of generating upsells, as customers
are encouraged to visit the store.
We think many multi-channel retailers could offer similar
convenience by placing their click-and-collect points adjacent
to their fitting rooms to enable shoppers to try on their order
right after they collect it and to return it immediately if it is
not suitable. Currently, many stores do not co-locate their
fitting rooms and collection points.
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Figure 5. Zeekit App

Source: Zeekit

Our Verdict
The concept enables shoppers to try on the items, but only
virtually. Therefore, the inability to try on clothing before
buying is only partially solved, as it remains impractical
to determine whether an item fits or is the right size by
simply overlaying the picture of the customer the garment.
Nevertheless, it is a simple additional solution that can
help clients to screen what they are looking to buy, before
physically trying an item on in store or once received.
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Customers of fashion retailer Rebecca Minkoff can virtually
try on items though an app developed by tech startup
Zeekit. Through the app, shoppers can upload their photo,
tap on the item they want to try on, and see how it looks on
them, as the item is overlaid on the image of the customer.
The app also enables shoppers to try on multiple items
simultaneously, to share the image with friends and, of
course, to purchase the item. The app was launched during
New York Fashion Week in September 2016.
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Rebecca Minkoff And Zeekit Launch A
Try It On App
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Key Takeaways
The solutions highlighted in this report offer valuable ideas to
improve customers’ online shopping experiences.
We think Try.com is the solution that responds better to
the needs of online apparel shoppers to try on items before
deciding whether to buy or not. However, while it can help to
drive sales for the participating retailers, the solution is also
likely to put pressure on their stock-management systems
and on their logistics, and add associated costs, as it implies a
higher volume of returns.
The stock-free stores examples by Lincherie, Bonobos and
The Idle Man are very innovative. However, we believe that
the pure stockless format will function mainly as a showroom
in key locations for many of the retailers embracing it. This is
due to the limitations of not allowing customers to physically
buy items from the store: a key advantage brick-and-mortar
retail traditionally has over e-commerce is the immediacy of
getting the product.

Source: bonobos.com
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Source: marksandspencer.eu/Kalverstraat
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Nevertheless, we think that elements of the model could be
successfully incorporated into regular stores—as it already
has been at Lincherie and at M&S Kalverstraat —to provide
a new generation of multi-channel outlets that stock fewer
items and encourage shoppers to order from a fuller range
online.
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Source: lincherie.nl
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